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-fi. as - thesis esamines the roles of historian Gilberto f;reyre nnd thc Sio l'aulo black prc:: \\ in thc 
formation of racial identity in Brazil. In Casa Grande e Senzala, published in 19.33, Frcyrc prcsctitcd ;i 
h~-pnthesis of Braziiian national identit?. based on positive interpretations of slave9 and misccgcnatU)n. 
M s  emphasis on racial harmon? niet with the approval of Gctdio Varps, a president intcnt on tlic 
uniftcadon of Brazilian society. W t h  Vargas' backing, racial democracy became Brazilian national 
idend5-. Supporters included the bhck press \vlGch \velconied an idea that brought 1)l:icii.; into 
defGtions of Brazilianness. Yet, blacks were embracing an interpretation of 13razilian iciciitity th:it 
wouid replace a growing black racial awareness. Reasons for thc undermining of  black racial 
consciocsness and the enshimkg of racial democracy as Brazilian national identity emerge in ;in 
meniiew of shifts o c c ~ ~ ~ g  during rhe first decades of the twventieth cen~txy. 'I'hc forccs of  mas:: 
immigration, negative eduations of Brazil by scientific racism, and the nation-building jmlitics o f  
Vargas affected the elite nxkiofity mi: the pcverty-stricken majority of Brazilian:;, but in clifkring wiys. 
For while economic s tab i l i~  and national pride were the goals of the former, research suggests that 
survival was the paramount aim of the latter. Addressing the needs of both groups, the adoption o f  
raaal democracy as national ideologv in the late 1930s rnairitained elite privilege, dcfuscd the ptrtcwtial of 
racial unrest, and promised social mob&? to die masses. 
Benefits to the largelr-black masses, ho\rever, had strings attached. Social mobility dcpcnded on 
their acting ccwhite" and becoming ''white" through miscegenation. In the face of despcratc poverty, 
blacks had few options and assimilation seemed a ava! to move beyond their low socio-economic status. 
Funhermore, contrasts with Ilmerican segrwtion convinced black writers :hat battling discrimination 
had to be secondary to the economic suKival of their community. The thesis concludes by sceking t o  
explain the paradm of a sc r c i q  characterised b ~ -  many foreigmers and most Brazilians as a racial paradse 
tiom the 1330s to the l'i-ir!s a-m though Brazilian realitl; ~"iulces goss  inequality between the small 
f <urrtpr-anised elite and the !mge black and mixed-race underclass. 
The auhor mashes to express genuine ;p~rrciatmn to the IDKC for hlndmg that penn~tted lielci 
research in BraziL Sincere thank are &n Sue Dr. Richard Boyer and Dr. Gcoff Spurling u410sc 
demands for htgh standards have helped me hone mv research f inbgs  mto a v~lblc ;zrgumctit. '1'11~ 
third member of m committee. Dr. Vera Botelho, has given me inrduablc illstgilt ~ n t o  the work~ngs o f  
B r a z h  society. Dr. Botelho also taught me how to work tlxough the organlstng stages of a t h ~ s ~ s  
argument. In addiuon, special thanks are owed to Dr. Judith I'avnc for her ongoing counsel. I n  13ril~i1, 
the help, advice, and criticism of old and new friends made my rescarch tap both plc;is:int and 
rewmrding- Finally, I thank mx- children for their patience and my partner Roy 13imcnt for his cariiig 
emotional and technical support. 
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NOTE ON PORTUGUESE TERMS 
*lbc follotx-ing hst is 2rcsvided as a general guide to meaning of Portuguese terms used within 
the t a t .  111 particuh-, such usage permits the \miter to deal more adequately with t he  ambiguous nature 
of  raclal rerminology ir. Brazil. This ambiguity is explained in detail in chapter three; but for the 
moment the tcrms sen-e r o  iIut;arc the reader into a world in which "black" and "\vhite" are not 
immutable charactexistics of identification. translations are mine unless otherwise noted.) 
Hrmc~ewhitc or tanned with Caucasian phenotype. 
Dr~ji/e?ih~/e-Bra-2i'IInnness 
C;ZJ~J C;tmde e .Yeqrr/it-the Big House and Slave Quarters. 
Ik~e/m-irre~~lar slum developments found in wealthy and poor areas. See szfbkrbio~. 
Ir~t i~e  n'gncBlack Front. an organisation formed by blacks to fight for civil rights in the 1930s. 
libe~o-manumitted or freed slave. 
~\-fnderni~~fn0-auti~chthonous literan; movement centred in SBo Paulo in the 1920s. 
it.lomno. motmebrown s!iinlled person. 
iYcp-black, Afro-Brazilian or dark-skinned Brazilian of African descent whose phenotype is not 
Caucasian. 
I'om-the common people. 
.P~~I~~i~bio.t--wor!iing class and poor districts that are usually distant &om wealthy areas. 
Iil 1973 the reno\%-ned sociologist - and hwrorinn Cqilberto Frevrc attcncied thc oprning night oi a 
neiv restaurant in Recife. capita! of &c northeastern statc of Penlarnbuco In Html. 'L'hr rcstawmt's 
name \-as CLW Grafidt .'im@k and its \x-alls were decorzted ~ x ~ t h  a. tps, Icg irons a11d other mstn~nwnts 
of torture. Xkters dressed as shres sen-ed rhe "masters" seated at their t~bles. 'lhe restaumnt, n:tnxd 
after Freye's &st book, fittingly sen-ed as the gqthering place for his adniiers to cclclmtc. the f(,rt~cttl 
anniversary of its publicarion.' In 1933. Frej-re's book Casa Grande e Senzala launched his career as thc 
foremost interpreter of Ernzilian racial i d e n t i ~  and, untrl recently, u-as the p r m q  source for 
information on slave?- and rhe formation of tile f a d ?  in Brazil.' 
When a relative newcomer to Brazil, I read a nempaper account of the opening ant1 1 recall tny 
shock.' I tho7lght i~ bizarre, perverse even, that ;laveq and torhtrc' could be adopted ils approlwiate 
decor for an~dGng other than a movie set or  a museum. hlorewcr, why would a respcctcci aaidcmic 
like Fre;re attend the opening ceremonies? This question was on.? of many rclured t o  thc issuc o f  race 
that remained v,ithout an answer. I continuaUy saw discrepancies between the rhetoric of Brazil ;IS a 
racially-mk:d societ)- without racial prejudices, an esample of  tolerance tci tl?e rest of the world, and t l~c 
daily reality of subtle but undeniably prejudicial behaviour and language. I saw an enormous cconon~ir 
and social gap between the prideged rnin~riq- who were predornimtely white and thc poverty-stricken 
majority who were predomkately black or of mised race.' Yet T was told by middle-class fricncis-of 1\11 
racial backgrounds but mostly ofhght skm-that no racial barners blocked social mobility in firaxil ancl 
that poverty had no connection to skin colour. If the overwhelming majority o f  the poor wcrc Ihck, 
that was because slaver)- had been abolished relatively "recently." Besides, hey said, all Hrazilians w o ~ ~ l d  
eventually beneiit from economic development 
-And in 1972, economic prospects for Brazil seemed excellent. 1 was not critical. Yr:ang and niivc, 
I knew nothing about politics and re- little about the histow of Hrazil; and rigti censorship of a11 
communication media and school curricula helped keep me in a state of ignorance.' Overall, 1 was 
5 1 h-cd in H m i l  &st as an imrnigra;nt and latcr as a naturaliscd Brazilian bctwccn 1972 and 1989. 
; Alan? FIZS later, in a reference TO the Black Brazil confcrcncc held at the linivcrsity of l~lorida in 1991, thr Ncw York 'l'imcs 
published an article with the ride -'So, if it's Black R w i l ,  why is clitc so ,:lhitc?' 'I%c Kcw York ' l ' i m ~  24 k p t .  1'1'12, A4. 
simply enjoying the expc-Genre of a nexx life in an exciting place. The &-st few years I was enchanted b~ 
the ttcatrry of the country and warmed by the open friendliness of Brazhn people. I learned 
~t co-mrnents iJorrugtc-sc a d  made many Brazilian friends+ I now thank one of rhese fiienbs for his qL1- 
his life as a mdufo child of the />~ei 'h for they revealed a hidden side to the easygoing social relations 
c'izt I had admired arncqpr all Brazilians. -3nd I began to pay more attention. 'Throughout the 
seventit-;; and rn?ich (if the eighties, decades of deepening economic crisis, I continued to hear Brazilians 
of all skin colours and social :;tatuses declare that no discrepanq existed bemeen the "official" versiijn 
rif cohur-blind social &stkction and the worsening socio-economic reality of the poor, largely non- 
white- component of the pr~pulation.~ If I questioned disparaging remarks, made by blacks and xvhtes 
alike, about very curly hair or veq dark skin, I received only indirect answers implying that the questions 
\;.ere misguided.' hly Xt:o&-American ideas of racial identity, it seems, meant that 1 would never be 
able to really understand the concept of bra.dtinhdz that prevented racial conflict by avoiding separate 
racial identification. Conscant comparison was made between the United States and Brazil to emphasize 
rhe benefits of traditionaHy harmonious race relations in Brazil. 
Such answers dib eot satisfj- me, and after ieming Brazil m 1989 I decided to study them more 
systematically. I first began to smdy the historic background of racial prejudice. This thesis, then, is 
\stitten to contribute hrther knowledge of race as part of an attempt to unders~and my adopted land. 
But the issue of race is also important rr~ore broadly in today's world of increasingly mixed populations 
caused by dislocation and mtpration. -'iddidonally, I hope it d provide resource material to ilrani 
Santana of Ili. Ayi, an -%fro-Brazilian group in Salvador, Bahia. Xrani is involved in many projects 
mned at fostering racial pride and de\-elopment. One project, the rbrmulating of school cumcula on 
black history, plays an unportant role. Its intent is to give s tuc 'e~s  a more accurate picture of black 
histon- so that they can d e d o p  a sense of identitv based on factual rather than mythical versions of 
Brazil's past Demyrhologizing Brazilian race relations matters, for myths provide unstable foundations 
fijr the construction of equitable societies. 
Iiqual rights of education and adzenship are the demands of the National Movement of Street 
Boys and Girls established in 1985. Sk9- ?-ears after the same demands were made by the writers of the 
black press. these young cbddren rake to the streets to protest their abandonment by society. In 
3rd. cd., Pio dcJmckr l<ditrir~ hnabm,  1985) nr9rc 2923,1969. n.p. 'I& ride can be loosely translated as "By Jolts 
and Sreq C;ulfcys, I Iow H r d  Turncxi Out the Way I t  Did." 

mPT IN, KEPT OUT:THE QUESTION OF B R A Z I L ~ E S S  AND BLACK 
S~LIDARITY 1930- 1937 
\\hat you see 1s nor necessarily what you get when you first visit a c i t ~  like Rio de Janeiro and 
see I3razihans o f  all cr,lour, nlingling in the streets and on the beaches, laughing and j o h g  with one 
another. Yoii will not set the same intermingling as you move from those public and democratic spaces 
and head to either hillside / i ~ r - c h - .  distant ~-#bfi&io~- or opulent pecthouse parties and counuy clubs. 
Obstr\.c-rs, however. cannot be blamed for their conclusions in the past that racism did not seem to 
cxisr in 13razil. \\hen compared to the legalised segregation of the United States and South Africa, 
Hrazilian society seemed racially integrated. For one thing, no laws restricted the movement of blacks. 
I4,r another, all but the most elite l a d s  of Brazilian s o c i e ~  in much of the country are, or appear to be, 
raciallp mixed. Nenwzhdrss, while most Brazilians maintain they are "colvur blind," an invisible system 
of unspokm rules has kcpt blacks "in their place."% 
Jcmocncv. Racial dernocraq characterized Brazil as a country where racial attitudes had been shaped 
b;. centuries of close mad contact. It was, most Brazilians argued, a society in Which social status was 
nor rclated ti! skin colour. Yet b~ 1993, Brad was the country with the world's most inequitable 
distribution of ~ ~ 1 1 t h  and 55n-k in almost all cases has been synonymous with poor in Brad9  It is 
" Kcfxrcs KeK-t~mnn. "Hrxil's I > c n d  c p f  hct.." T.\(SI,.\ 38.6, hfay/June (1995) : 3545. One signiticant example of this 
&mid 1s x c n  in thc dqJtmuriz snicc l h e  fhm* \Uruihn i:or~igm service) has not had a single black hgh-level minister 
in dl 11s 1'3 y e x s  t ~ i  cstsrencc. Hy '994 cm!? unc bfadi h d  rvcr occupied a position iri a foreign posting and he was chosen 
111 rhc t-3rfr &tits frcm rather rhm horn rhr Ihplomatic Corps. "0 l m z a ~  6 racists," =a 15 June 1994 : 142. 
l'h. ctvil right:: mowcmalrz in &C C'5. .  the FdI of ~partt~tid n South ;Ifria, and the indepmdtmce of mmy African nations 
ratrscd .urtmrkm it; & Y L ~  mtrc cart.iUUy im the siwtitm of black! in H m i l  after the 60s. 'Ihe most complete survey on racial 
.~tt&& t-vcr WL* wrkd C K I ~  :n hI ::I 1995 <5.081 imenk-w in I71 cities) Ir showed rhat while 87% of the non-black 
rc-sp;ptn&nrs nunittyt~d p r & M  ~rtimdty with r t p r d  to m d  questions, only 10941 would recognke prtjudice in what they 
I:.d sax! tw Jxx. -r ) Paicm~r ! > ~ r l , l - - ~  !+Ah3 & SZSI !%&I !urn 25 1995, !-16. l%ac has nor been significant change since 
thew m K i e  utx piMkkcf. 
wrong. therefore, to claim that social mobilin- is a function c>f xVealth when J d  skin colow ~ o n t h t ~ ~  
mith lack of it and d e n  social itccepmce and high social statcis for blacks arc rare.'" For tlus rcasnn, 
social scientists today centre  the^ interest on the mytllologcal qualtdes of the thcsis of r;lcial democracy. 
Both Brazilian m d  f o r e w  scholars s-its- Gilberto Freyre, the "Father of R a d d  l)cmocmcy," as a key 
source for understanding the mner sx-orhgs of Brazihan societf-, especially \ \ ~ t h  regard to r;lciid i: 4\11es. 
Mowever, few studies has-e focused on the ~aluable perspectives to be gamed by looking :it black 
sources. rhis thesis repositions the h s t o ~ ~ a l  lens away from solely traditional sourcts to look morc 
closely at the actiTe role of bhcks in the running of a black press and thelr ulfluencc otl the making o f  
Brazilian identity in the early years of the centurs. 
The search for national identity 
The fust decades of the twentieth century were a time of intense csamination of naticmal 
ideolog as Brazil entered a nelv phase of urban it~dustrialization that challenged ways cf thinking that 
had strongly entrenched roots in rural plan~ations and t h w  long tiston. of sla\~ry. 1llitt.s lamcnrcd thc 
counq7s  baclwardness and yearned for Brazll to become a progressive capitalist socicty. 'I'wo factors 
in particular caused race to form a critical element in this questioning of national identltp. C h  rlic otw 
hand, the abolition of slave7 in 1888 was s d  fresh in the national memory and on the other, l iu ropc ;~~~ 
scientific racist thought permeated intellectual circles. From the 1930s, however, the idea of racial 
democracy neutralised the racial question on an academic level, and its adoption as national tdc.ology lcd 
to a transformation of the way Brazilians viewed themselves and were vie\ved by the rest of the vnrld. 
Social historian Gilberto Frevre presented the theory of racial democracy in his first hook, 
Grande e Senzala, published in 1933. Freyre argued that interracial contact and cultural fusion 
- 
throughout Brazilian history had resulted in one mixed-race identity for all Brazilians. l'his, he cleclai-ed, 
was the positive essence of btasi/ein'ciade that had made Brazil a racial democracy, a socicty with 
remarkably little racial tension where ability, not skin colour, governed social mobility. I;rcyr<: 
cha-aaerised Brazil as a non-racist socieq, a characterisation that stood in the face of contemporary 
reality. 
The timeliness of his -argument was crucial in that it sewed the purposcs of C k t i ~ l i ~ ~  Vargas, a 
president (1930-1937) and later dimtor (1937-1945) intent on creating a power base amt~ngst all lcvcls 
of I3razSan society. As a populist leader, Vargas called for the support of the masses in his push to 
modcrnisc thc country, atld Freyre's notion of racial democracy suited this aim in two very important 
-ways." Fkt,  iit helped kcrase patriotic, nation&stic awHenes5 as Freyre cded on all B E L Z ~ S  to 
rm~gnise the "grand value" of the country they had built. Second, the notion that Brazil was a racial 
dcrnocracy relieved the state of any moral responsibility for the lamentable situation of the majorit): of 
the black population. It was dear, Freyre asserted, that blacks were at the margins of social 
development, but their abject poverty a legacy of slavery. Moreover, if blacks did not advance over 
time in a land of racial harmony, their continuing backwardntss would be due to their own lack of 
ability. The possibility of racial unrest, owing to the extreme poverty and marginalisation of the black 
popuhtion, diminished within Freyre's formula for Brazilian national identity. Racial democracy 
rccognised the valuabk contribution made by blacks to the formation of Braziltan society, and it 
included them in a new definition of bi-a.ri/ezn'&&. It is important to note, however, that the role of 
blacks as a distinct goup in the ongoing development of a new society was not part of Freyre's nor 
V a r p '  concept of national identity. 
Yet, in the first decades of the twentieth century, black leaders increasingly viewed blacks as an 
oppressed and distinct racial group.I2 To counter their growing marginalization in the expanding 
it:dustrial centre of Sio Paulo, small groups of black leaders began to form associations and pub!ish 
newsletters. By 1936, one of these associations, -4 F ~ n t e  hJqra, had fielded candidates in municipal 
clcctions and attracted thousands of members throughout the country. As well, the newsletters had 
evolved into a black-run press. Nonetheless, the remarkable expansion during the thirties of black 
political and social consciousness e ~ d e d  in 1937 when Vargas seized dictatorial powers and outlawed 
political activity. Public attention then focused on a nation-wide cm1paign to incorporate all groups into 
one progressive Brazllirin identity. 
Brazilianness vs. Blackness 
The ewntual submerging of black identity within the larger identity of braibin'dzde is the central 
focus of my ~vork, as I seek to understand why blacks embraced brasikin'dzde when a black movement 
I '  K~yn\(l:id Ki1lk:ns ieck that populism bepn as a political term that described radical movements lin'led to labour and the 
vducs and intcxsts of the common folk lbymond W r i s ,  Ke\words (lmndon: Fontana Prc.;s,1976) 238. Such a concept 
\\.r~ulct not apply to \'ups. 'lhcrcfore. 1 use the sense of 'populist' suggested by Peter Rlanchard, ie., a charismatic leader 
krnl "3 distrcmrmtrd sc-cttrr c i f  the riding dasse who motr'ies urban mnlticlass alliances, based largely on the less privileged 
gwupa, to secure pv~xnmcnt office." Peter Hlanchard, "A Populist I'recursor: GU~~~CI-STI~ Billinghurst," Jatin American 
&&& 9.2 (I!F3) : 31. 
1tcs~:lrchc~ often rcfer to bhck lltidcrship during the period as a black elite in the sense that it was m d e  up of men and a few 
wrinwn \vho twrc rchtivcly bcttc-r off and better educated thar. the rest of their community. 
was begknkg to gain stawe. 51!- mterest hes in the reasons for the shift oi  fbcus from tltcb 
dewIopmcnt of black sobdark as a means of helping the black con~murut\- to black support for Vnrps 
as the long-an-$ted leader who wxld  change Brazilian so fie^ for the better. \ \ l ~ v  Ad Vi1qas.s call fc,r 
national unit\- supersede black leadershp's call for racid solidxit\.? Related issues arise. ?Ilc tirst sccks 
to cla.ti&- the relationship that existed bet\\-een the national acceptance of Freyre's thcsls of  mcid 
democracy and the abandonment of black perspecax-es of citiztnship as expressed in the black prcss. 
The second ponders the reasons for national acceptance of the notion that racial prejubce was :t Tcmign 
concept and not a Braziiian one. M y  thesis argues that the development of an irnasc of ni~tional icialtity 
rooted in cordialiq successfully obscured the clear racial prejudices of a hierarchical systctn that had 
evolved during slavery, and con%-inced blacks that assimilation was their only avenue for social mobtlity. 
My research leads to an understanding of the enduring influence of the myth of racial democracy. 
The roots that fixed this m!~h in piace are encountered in this study of racial awarctwss, racial 
democraw, ar,d the national quest for identitr: in Brazil in the 1930s. hiy investigation parallels o r  
juxtaposes the black press and the work of Gilberto Freyre, for they prcsent two vcrsions of Draxilian 
reality that both contradict and complement each other. It is clear that black racial solidarity was 
beginning to coalesce precisely during those years Freyre was prepxhg the study of Brazilian history 
that would subvert it. The juxtaposition of these two sources offers valuable insights i t m  the cotmasts 
between contemporary elite and non-elite views of Brazilian society and, more sipiftc-antly, inlo the 
dualism that characterises Brazilian society. 
iUthough my primary focus is on non-waditional perspectives, I initiate my dscussion with :a 
description of the historical and contemporary forces that shaped fireyrc's intellectual and social milieu. 
The opening chapters trace the influences that are reflected tn Freyre's work: racial theories and the 
massive social and economic shifts taking place in Brazilian society at the turn of the twentieth century. 
important aspect of this discussion deals with racial temGnolog as the myriad tcrms of' racial 
'L JOIIS. identification in use in Brazil underscore the complexity and ambiglity of ilirazilian racial rel, ts 
Racial theory is also part of this analysis. Thus armed with understanding o f  the social and ir-t~ellcctual 
precedents of upper-class racial amtudes, I fix my attention on Gilherto Preyre. Chapter 'I'hrec, '"['he 
Making of a Cultural Hero," discusses the life of a man whose work exerted incalculable influcncc on 
the formation of Brazilian national identity in this century. This accounting - of lkyrc's motivation and 
background helps set the stage for Chapters Four and Five which examine the origins and perspectives 
of the black press. 
'ihese final chapters are the focal points of my thesis as they present clear evidence that Freyre's 
interpretation of Brazilian identity lent itself well to the nationalistic fernour of the Vargas era. This was 
an era dominated by ideologies such as intgrralmo, a fascist movement that began in the 20s to promote 
aurhoritarianism, nationalism, anti-communism, and elite guidance of the masses. The resulting official 
adoption of racial democraq as a national doctrine of identity overwhelmed +he attempts of black 
leaders to define the distinct npture of black Brazilian identity. The voices of these black leaders are 
encountered in the writings of Ehe black press. My research focuses most specifically on 1 1  Vog dz Rafa 
(Voice of the Race) published in Siio Paulo by the Frente Negra between 1932 and 1937, as the 
publication of I x ' q  represents a shift in the effort to create political and racial awareness within the black 
community. In addtion, African-American and black Brazilian comment on racial issues in Brazil and 
h e  United States enhances understanding of contemporary rarial ideology and, as well, offers insight 
into the assimilation of nationahst discourse. Chapter Five khbghts  the influence of hrlindo Veiga dos 
Santos, one of the founders of the Vo? He is a useful example of a black leader who preached in 
editorials and articles against discrimination and prejudice and in favour of assimilation and nationalism. 
I h e  concluding chapter looks in a broad weep at the influences surrounding the assunilative 
process that defused racial conflict, and at the same time deflected the formation of racial solidarity in 
the black population. &I? particular focus is on the Vatgas regime as analysis of the reasons for the 
social and economic marginalization of blacks show close ties between government policies and black 
acceptance of assunilation. In addition, discussion of the central theme of racial democracy includes a 
fu~al ook at the roles i>!a:,-ed brr Gilberto Freyre and the writers of h e  black press in the making of 
Hrzzilian identig in the 1930s. 
An epilogue offers an ongoing evaluation of these influences as it shows how they have increased 
xhe ambiguity of Brazilian racial attitudes. In the 1930s a black writer exclaimed, "here, we do not have 
riicial prejudice to combat. \re live in perfect harmony with white Brazilians and the foreign element as 
ivell. If we had racial prejudice here, I can assure you that our racial problem would have been solved a 
very long time ago."" -\\I-areness of the ambiguity of his statement leads us to better understand how a 
soziev-supposedly tolerant ;and anti-racist-preserved a status quo that kept blacks in culturally and 
historically at the same time that it kept them out economically and socially. 
The dawning of a new era of national thought. 
In the late 1800s, the most traditional to h e  most radlcal of intelleciuals concurred that 13r:lzil was 
entering a decade of kno\.atire thinking. Brazil seemed to be ma-ing out of  the backwnrlness of :I 
rural slavocracy toward the dynamic progress of a modern republic. ,L I<uroptan mmncrs. i;tsl~tc>cls, 
and thought were the models of such progress, it 1s no surprise that scientific t11cc:ries it1 vogue 1r1 
Europe spread throughout Brazilian academic circles. We must not uriderestimate the powcr of 
scientific ideologies during the latter half of the nineteenth century as the tcnn nrcr bw~tltd scientific 
respectability within intellectual circles. Most important, at the turn of the century, racial thcoriw that 
placed the Nordic male at the top of a hierarchy of evolutionary u-orth were considered "factual and 
fiee of prejudice."14 The study of race, together with the revolutionary theory of evolu~on, crcatcct a 
need for new academic disciplines. hfedicine, biology, psychology, anthropology, ethnology, t y p i c s  
and sociology were modified b;;, or in cecain cases, actually created to deal with evolutionary p:un<ligns. 
Of particular kterest to Brazilian men of science were eugenic and social I>arwinisr theories of 
social evolution which promoted the scientific management of society as a means o f  "rcgtncrating" :lnd 
"purif>.ing7' decadent societies." Such ideas seemed to offer practical solutions t o  forccastcd labour 
shortages after the abolition of slavery as well as the racial and social problem of the "dangerous classcs" 
of slaves and ex-slaves.'6 It  is within this scientific context rhat Brazilian society emouraged thc ingress 
of millions of European immigrants after the end of slavery, and entered a modernisation proccss that 
demanded new s o d  definitions. 
A historic moment 
A ncw phase of nation-building began with the abolition of slavery in 1888 and the industrialization 
of the south-central part of the country. The First Republic replaced the imperial regime in 1889 and 
began programs to modemise the economy. The coffee boom fueled the transition from an agrarian to 
an industrial economy by fostering increased European immigration, foreign investment, and the 
accumulation of domestic capital for the dadopment of ports, railroads and the introduction of new 
technology. Earlier, in 1885, the Imperial government, conscious that the abolition of slavery would 
probably result in a massive labour shortage, had begun a program to import European workers. 
Italians were the first to arrive en masse-6,500 in 1886; 30,000 in 1887 and 90,000 in 1888." After 
abolition, the rate accelerated in Slo Paulo sate where local and state governments promoted foreign 
immigration. Between 1890 and 1899, 762,000 immigrants entered Slo Paulo which led to a sevenfold 
incrcase in the numbers of foreign workers who, by then, made up 23% of the population in the state. 
By 1920 a total of 830,000 fore~ers---one half the number in the entire country-was concentrated in 
the state. IX According to hlattoso, the population of the growing city of SGo Paulo became 
progressively whiter." 
This factor worsened already exiil9ting prejudice agmst negm and n~ubtos who did not receive the 
ent+cvel industrial jobs offered by new industries. They were confined to menial odd jobs or no jobs 
at all."' Authorities considered them part of an unruly mass of lower-class poor people and held them 
res~onsiblt for the country's s o d  as.  The poor and non-whtte, they declared, were "impediments to 
national order and pr~gress.'"~ Unfavourable stereotyping of ngmx, and especially m~htos, became 
particularly rancorous in the dominant press and literature. It followed, in the perception of concerned 
elites, that European immigration would be the obvious path to social and economic progress. 
(hrlos 1 lusenhlg and Nclson tie l'dlc, Kelaciies Raciais n o  Hrasil @o d o  Janeiro: Rio Fundo, 1992) 101-1 18. 
I I:aenbdg, ddc \'alle, Rclacin~ Kaciais 101-1 18. Official racial statistics are problematic as the selection of racial categories is 
highly xbitmn. Nonc.thrtll-ss, they can be used to provide some indications of demographic change. In Brazil in 1835 hancos 
m d e  up 24.4Yo of thc popuhtion,po~hi. 18.2efo and negms 51.4%. By 1940, r~egms werc 14.7%, pa& 21.2% and hancos, 
6-t.5% accctrding m rhc oftirial g?ovimmmt statistid organ, IBGE in the :\n&o Estatistico d o  Brasil, IBGE (1991) 228. 
I*' In 1803.46.31 40 of thc ppuhti tm of the city was white- By 1886, that f w r e  had risen to 79% and Mattoso reports that 
whirl3 made up 90.71•‹+o in 1940. "Ikk pcnxntage demonstrates the Europeanization of SSo Paulo in contrast to the 
nwthc;sten? city of -WvaJrx where &ires accounted for only 33% of the ppulation. E t i a  XL de Queirbs Mattoso, Ser 
I<scmo no Hrrtsif. 1550- 1883 $50 t33do: Rrasilienst. 1982) 203. 
1 ~m/;!ii)'t.rs i;1 gci'nt~d preEemd I<w(yut"m wwkm as they thought of them as more productive md progressive .is poverty 
pushcd somr immigrants into the urban slums occupied by non-whites, they were treated as "no better than blacks." Edward 
I < .  'l'cllcs, "lndustrdiza@o c dcGg-auldade no cmprep," Estudos Afro-,iLiticos 26 Septcmbw (1994) : 25. 
' 1  11  findiod Hums. 'ihini diition, .? I k t o m  of  Bradl (New &rk: Columbia University Press, 1993) 260 and Barbara 
%i%src<n. "Not the Republic of rh&- Dreams H k t o d  Obstacles to  Political and Soda! Democracy in Bzzil," 
.\mcricJn R~%arch Rr'7ruw 32 (1994) 262-373. 
Although justified as a way of relieving predicted labour shortages. the main putpose of aftmcting 
European immigrants to Btazil was to 'Witen" the populatio:~. 
Whitening 
Brazilian elites believed that European scientific ideologies could solve Brazil's social problems." 
They reasoned that miscegenation could be viewed as a positive process that wuulct tri~rlsk~nn thcir 
society. One ideolog), in particular, seemed ideal for it could be interpreted in such a way that 
miscegenation became a scientific method through which "lower races would be absorbed into thc 
htgher, thereby eventually eliminating the lower and fiuing as national identity the highcr.'"'l J:ugcwics, 
the science of improving human breeding stock, was the &ion of Englishman l2r;incis Galton who in 
1833 presented it as a new science capable of correcting a trend towarcis t-aciid decadence 111 <kcat 
Britain?' Eugenicists preached that racial purity was the goal of any civilised society, and often pointed 
out Brazil as the antithesis of scientific management of racial affairs and a singular esarnplc of a 
"mongreli~ed" societ~.." 
Let anyone who doubts the evils of race mising - and I include thosc who 
through misplaced philanthropv would set aside the barriers that separate the raccs 
- come to Brazil. Ther could not deny the deterioration caused by the 
amalgamation of the races, (more apparent here than anywhere else in the world) 
that is quickly diminishing the best qualities of the white, the !ndian and the black 
and replacing them with an indiscriminate hybrid type lacking in physical and mental 
energy.'6 
" Harkin:?. I h c  study of race dealt primarily with evolutionary paradigms. 11 &mat numlxr of  the resulting tctsts on huntr~ns 
esplGned social and r a d  inequality through thc ranking of ht,:,mnkind by race. 'L'hcsc stutlics gcncrally ~ssumcd that ~ ( I L Y ~  
&cdncc resulted from the mixing of iIlfmor stock. hiorit% Y~hwarcz speaks of the Jiscomfort OF 14razilim clitcs when t i c t l  
with Europcan disapproval of racial mixing, 34-5. 
3 C(;alton and subsequent eugenccists predicted a world in which managcci scicmtific rcprcduction would Icavc nothing to 
chance. l'hcy felt that modern society was changing too ftst for natural selection to kccp up with and saw scientific brccding 
as a means of zk&g i t  C;alton bclieved that humans could bcncfit from sclcctivc Ixccding practices uscd for anirnnls. l lis ., 
cousin, nonc other than (:had- I)anvin, commcntcd that Galton's "funhncntd gcncrali;l.ations.. ..partake more of  thc 
nature of definitions than of thc !aus of rature" Raymond I:anchcr, I-,,>.::iec.rs of I'svcholtr~ 211J cd. (NLW York: W.W. 
Somm.. 1990j 205. 
Xot all h q x m  interpretaticns of misct~enation were consistently negative. (;ohinem, for one, viewed the mixing of 
"dose" raccs within the borders of Iluropc as "constructive miscegenation." While he attributed positive rcsults t o  I ruropan 
mixing, he still condemned thc mixing of Indianu, .-tfricms, and f<unipcms he had witncsscd in latin America. l l is friend 
t'rnpc~or I h m  l'edrct !I attempted to no avail in personal correspondence to cttnvlmx <;ohinau of the error of his cxtrcnw 
J ~ u i s  ;\gps2s commenr after an lE65 visit to Brazil. .\ga.ssiz was one of many naruralists fascinarcd with the tvntu~'J 
wonders of Brazil.. :lnthropoloffst, Richard Burton, aftcr spending some mtmths in H m i l ,  referred to "the atrocious rnrxcd 
b r e d  that now crawls like somc disgusting reptile across the fair face of the Hwb." Aioritx Schwarz,? 3. 
It is not difficult to imagme the dismay this tlpe of characterizat;on caused Brazilian upper classes 
who viewed Europe as rheu cultural Mecca and themselves as Europeans in the tropics." Tie Brazhn 
gentleman in the fme three-piece English suit, strolling down the Rio de Janeiro boulevard designed 
along Pansian lines, certainly did not think of himself as part of a '-totally mulatto populatior, corrupted 
in blor~d lines and spirit and above a t  frighteningly ~gly."~Vejorative European evaluations from the 
1870s on made Brazilian elites acutely aware that thev were losing their claim to European lineage as 
miscegenation increased the numbers of mixed-race people in the country.'g By 1872, the black and 
mixed-race group was 55 per cent of the total pop~lation.~" 
This attitude changed, however, when Brazilian intellectuals shifted analysis of their society away 
from the European viewpoint that miscegenation meant degeneration towards a more defensive posture 
of national pride. At this point, they began to look to the new sciences for information they could adapt 
to fit Brazlan reality and thus, challenge European determinist ideas that tropicaLwas synonymous with 
&yeneru/iar~ and that miscegenation had inevitably negative  consequence^.^' Intellectuals knew it was 
their role to lead the way to a new manner of thinking about their country. In 1900 a young 
valedictorian of the Facult\. of Law at Redfe declared, "Brazil depends exclusively on us and is in our 
hands. The hturc belongs to us."" The Recife Faculty of Law had, indeed, led the country in the late 
nineteenth century introduction of evolutionary models and Social Darwinism. Literature a b e d  itself 
with the principles of science and authors declared their characters "danvinianly superior."" 
By turning science into a principle that could be extended to the most diverse areas 
of knowledge, the intellectuals of Recife introduced hitherto unknown postures and 
models. It was now necessary to look at the country in a different manner, "face it 
" British fashion h d s  were it~Uc!wcd by the c!itc. Richard <;ratam tells of one gentleman walking along in torrid summer heat 
in K i o  with his woolcn trouxrs roUcd up. \V'hen asked why he was wearing such hot clothing, he replied, "it might be raining 
in 1r)ndtrtl." Richard Graham. Britain and the <Inset of Xltdernkation in Brazil (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
l'rcss.1968) 114. 
" .\ccording to Gt>binwu (1816-18S2), 1:rcnch consul in Kio de Janeiro for fifteen months. Moritiz Schwm~, introduction, 13. 
-"' Josi. I Ionbrio litdripyes, Hrasil c : h a :  Outro I Iorizonte @io de Janeiro: IXditora Civiliza@o Brasileira, 1964) 105. 
3. Sloric? Schum-A. 13. Skidmore notes the results of the f i t  general census carried out in 1872 whites were 38.1% of the 
populaaon; blacks, 19.6?/'0 and tnzr /p .  4218O/o. Ihi>mas Skidmore, "1Whitening Xfta Scientific Racism," Black Into White: 
ILc-r and Xationdity in Hraziliti Thought (Xew York Oxford University l'ress, 1974) 173-218. Modernist writer, Mario 
.\ndmdc dcclarcd fifty !cars later that the mixed-blood group was "the racial cross we [clites] have to bear." Georgina 
K a ~ j h a n ,  cd., Cartas dc Mario dc .indndc a Prudcnre dc Xioram. Neto. 1923-1935 P o  de Jan&: Nova Fronteira, 1985) 
120. 
'f l h i n  Horges, " 'l'uf6, Slothiul and Inert' : l~egmention in Brazilian Social Thought, 1880-1940," Journal of Iatin American 
- 25 (1993) : 135-256. 
in a scientific way." This was a task that required not 0 1 1 1 ~  the absorption of foreign 
inteqxetations but also their use as a matrix of thought." 
Recife intellectual Silvio Romero was instrumental in the adaptation of 1.hopcatl scientific thought 
to national problems?-' Csing terminology from Spencer and Danvin-previously unknowvn in ISrazil- 
Romero set out to prove that miscegenation rather than a monstrous fearhi state was, in fact, a possiblc 
source of a new national homogeneity that would have positive results. P-omem argued that thc key t o  
understanding national problems was the study of "ethl~ographic criteria'' which led to race as the 
common denominator of all knowledge. Everything was connected to the factor of race and it was it1 
this area that the future of the nation lay. His position over time lost some of its radcal fervour, but tile 
message remained the same: "Brazil's people are ~ ~ J J ~ . $ O J J  and it is of little use discussing whether or not 
this is good or bad; the fact is that this is the way it i ~ ! ' ' ~ ~  
His comment implies that a theory of democratic miscegenation did nor exist before thc end of the 
centuq. Racial prejudice and elite domination were simply taken for granted at this time. I3lacks did 
not exist as citizens nor as objects of study or literature until after Abolition." Without ipestion, whircs 
were firmly in controi and nym- and mesti~os knew their ascribed places in tho social stn~cture..'~ Only 211 
the end of the century, would the idea of a melting pot begin to appear in literature when, t o  some 
authors, the category of mz~lato became "a semantic structure that expressed the social reality of thew 
historic moment and one that corresponded on a symbolic level with a search for identity."'" Still, racial 
theorization of the period made it clear that the mtllato was to be an artifact of history, for Hm ,zt '1 was o n  
its way to becoming a nation ofwhtes. In his 1921 novel CanuZ, Graqa rlranha (a student at thc Rcife 
Law school at the time) had the main character declare h s  support for this idea. 
3 It is important to note that C;iIberto 1:reyre admired Romero enormously. 
36 *KO Romero, "survival of the fittest" m a n t  that whites would domiwatc eventtially. I le presumed i>lacks would clisappcar 
through misccgcnation. Sforitz Schwarcz, 154. '1.0 Silvio Kabello, Romcro's position was an "i\ry:misnl i>f convcoicncc" t h t  
cmphasked the "positive" outcome of hybridization rather than the ncptive ones that so conccrncd I'uropenns. Morirz 
:%hwarcz, 151 
37 1)uring slaver)., field slaves were, in certain cases, lumped in with mimal gocds and farm ccluipmcnt c m  bills of d c .  
.\lthough slaves and ex-slaves formed apprt)?rimateiy one half of the populatton, meiti~os were atdc to secure sonw grti~al 
mobility only through the patronage sps:m cont:oUcd by elites. (:arlos I lascnbalg and Suclicn I lunrington, "l3ranilrart Racial 
Ikmocracy: Reality or MI-&?' h c e  and Ethnicit). in faun America ed. Jorge I)r>minpcz (NLW York: (;arland I'ulhshirtg 
Co. 1994) 130. 
Speaking to you wirh the utmost franknes; the civiliation of this land is dependent 
on the immigrauon of Europeans, but it is necessary that each one of us feels the 
need to govern and direct ... Then, in the distant future, the era of mtr/afo~- wd pass SO 
that an era of newwhites may return.. . .and these d accept and recognise the 
patrimony of their mixed-blood predecessors who dl have built something, 
bccause nothing happens on the face of the earth without meaning or use.4" 
'Ihe creation of this "new-white" Brazil was to occur through the judicious application of eugenic 
measures to improve society. The importation of whitcs from Europe would, elites believed, absolve 
rhcm from responsibility for economic and soda1 structures that were at the root of s o c d  problems, for 
Brazil's backwardness could now be blamed on heredtar); factors. New h t e  blood would whiten 
Brazilian society a i d  Brazil would progress. Adapting the positivist motto imprinted on the Brazilian 
flag, eugenicists declared, "Eqenia e'orzhm epmgnno. Ycs, they agreed 4th foreigners, Brazil was sick, 
!,ut its degeneration was curable.J2 \Whitening-positive miscegenation-was going to create a new 
hocicty. Edgar Roquete Pinto. anthropologist and president of the First Brazilian Congress of Eugenics 
lleid in 1929, devised the folloxing graph to demonstrate that with the influx of European immigrants 
whitening would be a rapid process that would bleach the face of Brazil. 
I Brancos Negros lndios Mesticos 
1912 
(APP~OXI 50.0% 9.0% 13.0% 28.0% 
- 
2012 
80.0% Negro = 0 17.0% 3.0% 
1:igtirc 1: Roquete Pinto's prediction of the racial make up of Brazilian populations based on official 
s ra tls tics 1873-1 89W 
4' In contrasr r o  sterilixarion and s ~ p e ~ p t i o n  of i @ ~ o r  elcmcnts in the population carded out in the United States and 
< kmmny. R r d k n  eugc~~icists adaptrd cugnic thought to ihc Rrazi1i.m r d i q  of a largely mised-race background and sought 
to pm$ /he U J L ~  through p r o p m r  c:i public hygiene, \.accinadons and sanitadon. Stepan, 153-170. Many of these programs, 
hmvever, ptrshed thc. poor out t r i  u r h  centres to the hillsides and gulleys when thc4r tcnement homes were demolished to 
n&. \my for \vide new avcnucx w d  nav  upper-class residential axas. Ikmcisco :Urncar, 1,licia Carpi and Marcus Vinicius 
liilxin~. I listi~rh 13n %wic&ik HrsilJra (Kio dcbn&tr .io Livro '1-i-cnico, 1983) ? 98. 
A New Era 
The panacea for Brzzilian ills \\-as 2 JI&X of science and s o d  icicoluc th:tt wuidd bc npplird t o  :I 
socially hierarchical and racially stratified s o c i e ~  undergoing mornlous ch:ange. ;\t the twn of rhc 
century, Brazil was an essentially Catholic, rural, racidy mked and illiterate society. \Whit1 :I short 
period, there were abrupt shifts and breaks in the socid order. Renveen I888 and 1930, scrior~s 
challenges to its traditional social and political structures xrose: the abolition of legal slaver?. (ISHS), the 
fall of the Monarchy (1889), the oVerthlow of the First Republic (1930) and the rewdut.ionary 
installation of the populist regime of G e f i o  Vxgas (1930.) Compounded by the ciiects of rapidly 
increasing industrialization, immigration and urbanization, these powver shifts caUcd ior consirlcrat~lc 
adaptation on part of all members of society. Though all were affected by the changes, not dl, 
however, would be permitted to participate in the process of changc for the Empire and sirl~scqucnt 
governments excluded non-elites from political participation or, at very bcst, dlowecl then1 tightly 
controlled access. 
Notwithstanding the imperial control exercised during the monarchy, thc abolitionist moventcnt 
had managed to get its platform through to end a slavery system already wcakencd by masslvc slave 
desertions and changing economics. This movement collapsed shortly aftcr the fall of the Monarchy. 
-Ubeit short-lived, the power wielded by abolitionists, served as a warning to the clitcs of the I;irst 
Republic who constitutionally structured their own government so as to  prevent popu1;tr n-rovctnents 
from posing a threat to their interests. The French observer, Pierre Denis, at the time noicd the 
oligarchic nature of the system stating that it ail lunged on "large landed proprietors" whose obrclirt-it 
"candidates govern and administer Brazil."-" Accordingly, the government was not reprcsctitative o f  thc 
population as a whole. Popular participation was limited to alternative arenas. 
Restricted political participation and growing discontent are time-honoured recipes for social 
unrest. I t  is no surprise then that uprisings of all t~rpcs of  groups from disgruntled monatchists and 
anarchists to dissatisfied workers and military :enenlef kept Brazil in turmoil throughout the fust dccades 
of the century. The c o u n q  lurched from crisis to crisis in its search for ways to sche (or :iut,tr.rfuges 
to avoid solving) deeply troubling constitutional, economic, social, philosophical and structttral 
44 One indication of the d c w c  of illiteracy ran be found in voting statistics. 13radford Hurns affirms that fcwcr hlan fivt: 
~ ~ C M C  of the pripulatian met i t e r q  and other rcqukcrncnts to becomc vcltem bctwc.cn 1894 and 1906 and only  2.4% rh'tlre 
population voted in presidcnd clcrtions. Hradford Hums, 340. Hy 19211,7ffYo of the population still lived in ntcd arcas : r ~ ; r l  
modemisation p r o p m s  primarily attmdcd the needs of upper-class urban g,pups. Alcncar, (;acpio and Kihcim, 21 4. 
4' The Rcpblican constitution of 1891 called for a decentralkcd federal structure that gave ccmsid~ratrlc frccdom ro statcs. 
I'lectod acccss was rtsuicred to levcls that wcsc :;ACT than in 1881. I'ierrc Iknis, &&! ( I ~ d o n : l O l  l j 183. ctd I)y 
George Reid ;lndrcws, "Blzck I'rotc3t in Siiu I'auld' in I>omigwcz, 154. 
c jucshs .  In 1930, the fourth military revoit since 1922 successfully overthrew the First Republic with 
the suppr~r: of agrarian elites of the south and northeast who felt they had been isolated from political 
power by their Sao Pauio and i t h a s  Gerais counterparts. Their ieader, Gedlio Vargas, managed to 
consohdate his power and topple the First Republic after a decade of trying. Vargas initiated a process 
of what llarcy Kibeiro calls "authoritarian-progressive-nationalism" in a country beset by doubta6 
Oliveka Vianna had argued since the early twenties for h s  type of political direction. A nationalist, 
authoritarian statist system, he thought, would counteract liberalism which he saw as hopelessly 
inadequate for the realities of Brazil. To avoid chaos as the country modernized, he proposed that 
corporatism be adopted as a form of government. Thus, "the state, aurh~rity, the public good, national 
progress, elite direction and class harmony" should matter more than individuals and would, in Vianna's 
opinion, solve the problems of a stratified and unstable society by providing strong institudons.J7 On 
the eve of thc 1930 revolution, Vianna wrote that a "powerful centre of firmness, of stability, of 
co~tiiii-tiition for our poli~ricai life ... needs to be invented, needs to be discovered."" Vargas promised to 
provkle such a centre, and Vianna was to help develop the guiding philosophy of Vargas' E~'tah Nbvo 
(1 937- 1945.) 
Vianna is a key figurc in the elaboration of twentieth century Brazilian political dtscourse. 
SigniticantIy, he embodies the racial contradictions of the nation. A mt/hto, he is well-known for his 
strong belief in h+anism, and his idea of state direction included state-directed whitening programs 
such as the stirnulatior of immigration. Vianna perceived the majori~r of the population to be "a mass 
of idlc, useless me.r~$o~-.".'" An influential scholar, he held k h  positions in the Vargas adnutistration 
throughout the twenties and thirties, and his strict opposition to liberalism and unwavering support of 
national statism reinforced Vargas' authoritarian policies. The corporatist ideal of Oliveira Vianna 
merged with the populism of Getjlio Vargas in an absolute reign that lasted fifteen years." 
In 1930 Vargas took power after a decade of industrial development had produced a new middle 
class, urban working class unions, and rolidcal parties that ran the spectrum from left to right. The 
elitist attitudes-% social question is a police question"- of the First Republic had alienated enormous 
i h r q  R~&xiro p i n t s  a picturc oiimosr u n ~ b l c  s o d  change during this period. Ribeirtj, note 669, n. p. 
numbers of these nen- 'groups who demanded partlcipa~on in the f 'oma~otl  of a ncw SOCI~TS.'' \';u-g~s 
appealed to these groups and, unri? tadav, older people of humble ori$ns call him o pi do fum-the 
the late thirties, the notion &at culturd and racial fusion was the solution ro Hra;.tl's rari:ll and social 
makeup had become a de firctfn part of Vargas' concept of nation-state." 
Like his predecessors in power, Tc7argas did not deal with the causes of deep racial-class dtavriges i r t  
Brazilian society. hloreox-er. the authoritarian bent of the V a ~ a s  re$me scmed to drive racid pt.juclicc 
underground as the nation "dreamed of the disappearance of the black through misccgcnation."" Yet, 
earlier in the 1930s his nationai cultural policies had organised and directed a new cultural identity bascd 
on the recognition of black cultural and r ebous  symbols as an integral part of Rrazilinni~ess. 'I'llis tlcw 
concept of Brazilian culture embraced music, dance, and religious activities that had fmtncrly I)cc11 
considered low class, i.e. black. therefore socially unacceptable. (lultural inclusion became espcciail) 
apparent after 1937 when there was a shift in the official poruayal of thefiOrlo. -f%e prcviously ncg:ktlvc 
view of lazy, indolent, and degenerate racial hybrids became one of new Brtizilians united in an idcolobr 
of culture, work, and modernization." 
T7argas made nation-\vide transmission of this ideology a major project using the new mass rn~diiun 
of radio to reach alI regions. Interpretations of nationai culture widened to iticludc cult~iral ;~ctivity 
associated with black expression which now came under the category o f  national folklorc or  mlss 
cidture. Such incorporation of adtifra negra was occurring as black pcditical organisations were 
disappearing with the prohibition of political opposition by the E d u h  1V611a. i\t this point, Gi1l)crto 
Freye was offered the position of Minister of Education and Culture during his first interview with 
Vargas in 1937-in spite of his l e f t -u~g  connections and previous opposition to Varpis." Although 
5' liandall&~hnson, "Regirdic~p; the I'hifanthropic f)gc (:ultural I'ohcy in Hrazil, 3930-19.25/1qCllt-i')3C)," (:imstncctir- 
and Pourcr in latin . \meria cd. Daniel f 1. Jmvine (Ann .\rboc L:nivcrsity c~fhlichipn I'ras, 1993) 3339-356. 
j-' Johnson 37-1. 
5' f'reyre's reputation z a p t m n  r o  be watched for left-wing sc~ial belicfs is evident in rhe annc,tarirtns fi,unJ in a ccipy of 
fkrudos h-dcirf~s which prrscntcd the proceehgs of rhe first Afro-Brasikcirtt (hngrcs  hcld in k i f c  in 1934. .fIris 
intriguing resource has a corer shcct indicating it.; pajsagc by .\libtar). (;ensorship authc)rities in 1941. (;illxito f:r~yrc's rlarnc 
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iarc;i.rc did not acccpt the position, several of his subsequent works were published by the hlinistr). of 
f <duca~nn." Such officki rcr-cwgnition institutionaiised Freyre's view- of B r d a n  society &at the new 
Brazhns arc not n q p ,  nor mz~hfo~-, nor huncrj, they are simply bra-i/eiroj. Yet, as we see in the f~llowit~g 
chapter. racial t e r n  proliferate in Brazil. \Ve can use them as eddence of the complex ambiguity of 
13razilian racial attitudes in order to better understand the world in which both Freyre and black writers 
liccd. 
is hftlvd! tidcrfitlcd cm rk F i r  p+- md ct=rain of his c~.rntnlljbuti~rn~ that relate to .social chs are underlined throughour the 
txrA A.*L-S kl rht- m;rr.+ d-C' k &-a xbr f+c~rc d hii tikncts were subqxacd of communist sympthia. Any criticism 
id rhc .ir~;11 stztti?tyur, mrircd c * r - -  hcny unitcIfinay:. .\ simple rc-ic~clicc to a dialetid judgment rt.cc%~d the remark, 
*-Jukm-d m.zr~+dh-m c,f ?rbrx" twrf rm conm%umr h d  "cixnmunist" \srittm hide h i  name. I<studm Hm;il&os Kio de 
ImcJrrl. I.:Jrrtm .\&1. E93i ~JSGIXL 
Most Brazibans believe the proliferauon of racial terms indicates a flcsible and tn1cr;int view o f  
race. Current Brazilian social cnudsm admits, however. chat thc esistence of scores, ~f not hunchds, of 
skin colour categories more likely reflects an intense underlying cor?cem with race it1 I3razll." In view of 
the hporrance of these contradictory aspects ~f the Bra7han raud question, a brief ovcnricw of r:lcc, 
racial theory, and the revision of racial democraq lends itself well to the furthering of rcsearch into 
Gilberto Freyre and the black press in later chapters. hfy analysis rcsts on intcrprt.tatiot1 of  thc 
kteraction hemeen the AX-o as thy represent elite and non-elite interests and values in a socit:ty that is 
economically and socialll- '"divided" along racial lines. The ambiguity of this "dividing h c "  crcarcs a 
Bradan racial puzzle of, for example. a single biological family that may classify its tncmlwrs In 
differing racial terms. The view t h t  such racial ambiguity is a product of listor). and a mccltanism ()I 
social control is ideally suited to scrutinizmg the rhetoric of Freyre's racial democracy to bct tcr contrast 
it with other writers' versions of the realin- of Brazilians, both white and black. 
Miscegenation and Racial Terminologv 
hfiscegenation in a lacd where non-whites outnumbered whites may be a causc of thc 
proliferation of racial categories. Racial mixing between indigcnous peoples and lkopcans I~egxn 
shortlv after the arrival of Europeans in the New V'orld in the sktcenth century. 'Ihe importation of 
millions of enslax-ed African labourers added a third element to the process of "population-making." At 
&st, i t  was easy for Europeans to maintain their dominant st~tus by force over blacks and indigemus 
groups. -Absolute domination became less fade as intermediate goups emerged with increasing 
miscegenation. The exis* '"scldal-racial hierarchy7' attempted to class@ this hybridized populatio~~. 
Xot surprisingl!; mixed-race individuals did not fit the accepted scxial or racial dcfmitions of Iturrqwan, 
-ifxican or inciian; they were neither uiirte nor necasarily subjugated individuais. *fie practice cvolvcd 
af describing such intermediatc p p l e  in terms that indicated their ancestry, their physical appcxancc, 
and their si&l standing. As can be imagined, with the continuation of miscegenation down through 
the ccnturirs, the number of necessary combinations grew exponentially. Elaborate systems of 
classification grew to unmanageable proportions throughout the Americas.'" 
In the earl) years of colonization in Brazil, preto meant slave and branco, free man. But h s  ~imple 
dichotomy did not reflect reality when society became more complex. How would one classify a 
person, for example, who by appearance and ancestry was preto but by education, culture, language, 
drcss, wealth and othcr social and cultural characteristics was branco? Could a black doctor be classified 
in the same terms as a black plantation slave? An extremely complicated linguistic structure of 
"naming" racial-social origins emerged to deal with such conundrums. With the abolition of slavery, 
many terms for intermediate n-pes began to disappear from polite usage by the end of the nineteenth 
century, althotigh they conrinued in the ~ernacular.~' As evidenced in the following table, since the turn 
of the century three criteria-ancestry, physical appearance, and socio-cultural status-have replaced 
supposed ancestry in references to racial identity. 
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figure 3 - S ~ s t e m  of\-dues within the iniscegenntion processM' 
Portuguese English 
\T?lite defined more by 
s o d  status than actual 
skin colour-see paraif' 
Mulatto, hlestizo, mixed 
blood 
Xixed blood 
h k e d  blood 
Colour between black and 
white, also mihto but 
meaning changes with 
social contest 
Colour category used in 
official census report 






Inferred d u e  
Ideal R ~ ~ = S L W ~ K I O K  
Intennediatc type both socially :uld ethnically."- 
Cross between X q ? v  and Rtutl i~.  Social v:tluc: 
inferior to litsit~i-0. 
Intermedian hJe both socia!lp and ethnicatly. 
Cross behveen ftdo and Hnrnio. Syrddi~idl!. 
valued as the "noble s;t\y$' rluring par; nt 
tlmeteentl~ centuy. Currently makcbs up mass tjf 
poor peasanw. 
Cross betwccn N t p  and ltrtlio, Intemediatc type 
socially and etl~nically equal to Nqm. Sociallq. 
9011. inferior for h s  re1 
Ethnically indeterminate type categorized by scx&I 
status: can be: 
! M ~ h r o  (m certain areas can be called ~ r r l m  Igoatj i f  
poor) 
Monno e~.~71m-Dark Bninctte 
hlunno ~~lrzm-Ligh t Bninctte 
i24oreno . jambo-Brunettc with rosy-coloured skin 
(the colour of the Jambo fruit) 
It is within this group that the Brazilian 
expression "Money whitens'' has most incaning."' 
Static folklorized ethnic group in meha; rlnder 
government tutelage until very recently. 
'fie negation of ideal cthnk, social and acsrhctic 
type chosen by dominant power, past and 
oresent= the 01.1 l t3K or INIWUOR 
L1 It is implicit in H w i l  that brmm is more of a rcfknce to ~ ~ 4 t h  and cducltion than it is t o  acrual whitr skin coiour. 
Noncthdcss, lhairs de .-lzcvcdo notes that, at any time in Rrxzilian history, the prcscncc of vcry dark Mack phc~~c~t.ypc,s 
m.ctngst e l k  clzsscs f . s  ken erctpional and has only c,ccurred within the system o f  patnxugc. Azcvcdo, mi 
-30. 
62 1 use ethnic, as Noura dm?;, to titnote a population group with shared characteristics. 
63 3.\nothc~ expression, "rich black man is whitr: and p x x  whitc man is black," is further irdicadon of thc fluidity of' ~dci:r) 
d e f l i i s .  
Racial Democracy: Theory and Revision 
Analytical frameworks for the specific study of Brazilian racial issues are not lacking as 
Amenran scholars, in particular7 hare often ~%rner!  their attention to Brazil for insight into their own 
racial situation. Comparisons made before the 1950s were usually skewed in the favour of Brazil, "the 
rscial paradise." Well into the seventies, Brazilianists in general accepted Gilberto Freyre's notion that 
Brazilian slavery had been relatively less severe than in other slave-holding nations and that race 
relations were more cordial in Brazil Carl Deglar argued that a "mulatto escape hatch" enabled ngms to 
achieve social mobility through miscegenation and Thomas Skidmore felt Brazilian racial flexibility 
reflected its multi-racial status in contrast to a bi-polar racial system in the U.S. bJ More recently, 
I Ioward \\'inant's "racial formation perspective" reflects shifts in the analysis of race in the United 
Stares in that he suggests that race cannot be ~nalyzed as an isolated f ac t~ r  nor racial attitudes traced to 
any onc cause. Freyre's racial democracy f d s  neatly into Winant's definition of racial theory, i.e., at a 
given time a racial theory provides a socieq with an explanation of s o d  inequality. Furthermore, a 
racial theory is a set of categories that serves to classify groups in racial terms. In Winant's view, race is 
a social construct that changes incessantly, "a malleable complex of social meanings constantly in  flu^."^' 
BrazSan anthropologist Lbio Sansone interprets the malleability of racial meaning as a sign of 
the im~ortance of contest and comparison. In Brazil, he says, the differences between blacks and 
whites and what it is that distinguishes them is recreated on a day-to-day basis. This is due to the fact 
that blacks and whites exist as categories only in relation to each other and also to the fact that blacks 
usually do not see themselves as an ethnic minority. For h s  reason, black identity is frequently more 
flexible and eclectic than the ethnic identities of recognked groups. According to Sansone, "there is a 
mutable, almost intangible character to 'white' and 'black' in Erazilian society."66 C16vis Moura, on the 
other hand, pipes that this fluidic- is a sign of discrimination by dominant society that has led to 
fragmentation and dilution of racial identity in Brazil. A means of escaping discrimination is to assume 
an ambiguous and symbolic identitv, one that is as close as possible to the ideal proposed by the 
dominant group. In Brazii, this has meant symbolic identification with whte phenotypes and 
(kr1 I)crgku- Xurher Hhck Nor \Xhitc ant1 Race Relations in Brazil and rhc United States (New York '?he 
Mxmillan (:ti., 1971f. ' t h c m s  Skidmorc, Black Into White. Skidmore later reversed his assessmtnt to admit the possibility 
of pt>lariscd nee -elations in HmiI. " R i - m d  US.'\. vs. Xfulu-racial Brazil: Is the Contrast Still Valid?" Journal of Latin 
.\mencm Studica 35 (1993) : 373-386. 
"5 I Ic,\vnrd \Sinant, Rc th inkq  k c e  in Brazil,'' Journal of Jatin ;\mcrican Studies W (1993) : 173-192. Also see Wmant and 
Sf. ( h i .  Kaciaf f ;omtion in lhe C N t d  States (Piew York: Routledge and Paul, 1985.) 
behaviorF7 And miscegenation, as preached bv the ideolos of racial denlocmcv. would enable blacks t o  
pnn3 themselves. Once whitened, there would be no barriers to their progres~."~ 
Racial ideology, according to historian E d a  Viotti da Costa, is part of the social myths that 
are an integral part of the reah? of da i l~  life. Both soda1 scientists and 1ristori;lns operate at the level o S  
social mythology and 'dl>--nilly,' she says, " they themselves help to dcstroy and create nyths. 111 the 
process, the 'truth' of one generation very often becomes the 1m:;th of the ncst."" *111c work o f  
Gilberto F r e ~ r e  furnished the ''truth'' the first generations of twentieth centurl. Brazil were seeking. I lis 
mterpretations of the formation of the Brazilian family used thc past selecttvely to rca f fm~~ the intrinsic 
value of Brazil in tkhe international cornmunit\.. He was not alone in celebrating the notion t11:lt 
Brazilians were unique for having created the only true racial democracy in the world. Ikyrc's 
assumption that the differences between Brazilian and American race relations could bc tmccd 10 a 
milder form of slavery in Brazil became the basis of an international image of Brazilian mcid harmony.'" 
The writing of other Brazilians in this peiod fortified this imagc as they emphasimd the warmth, 
tolerance, and cordialic of the Brazilian people. Freyre's notion of benign slavery and historian Scrgio 
Buarque de Holanda's of the cordial Brazilian complemented each other in the national rllythology of 
racial and cultural incorporation in the 1930s." 
The myth survived into the 70s and 80s despite its debunking by respected scholars from the 
1950s on. Why u7e might ask, has the myth been so durable? Two answers have been suggcstcd: that it 
sorneho\i expressed the reality of people like Freyre; and that it is an imagc of the real world 
manufactured by ruling classes to disguise forms of oppressi~n.'~ In fact, Freyre's depiction of a thrcc- 
tiered rzcial hierarchy may well have reflected turn-of the-century Brazilian society, to judgc by Grorgc 
Reid ,hdrews' study of blacks in Siio Paulo over a period of one hundred years. Andrcws looked at 
employment records as well as black press writings to trace changes in patterns of racial inequality. I fc 
argues that current black-white dichotomies are the result of the tnoderrjzation and economics o f  a 
* I cmce overhead an elderly woman commmc that her dark-skinwd daughter was "clcmmg her uterus" by marrying 51 l~ghrer 
s h n c d  man. 
7" Viom da Costa, "George Rcid Andr~ws, B h k r  and 1f;'tfez in Srio Pauh, Bra$ 1888-1988. Introduction, 'I'wo (h~intrctts a d  
a Rejoinder by the Author: laso-Hmiiian R L V ~ L ~  29.2 (1992) : 141-1 58. Stanley i<lkins, ! ; : a d  'i*annrnllaurn, ant! iJcrcjr 
.Uvk Xlartins are American scholars who legitimized this vicw of benevolent slavery and tolerant Sra~ilkt~ rdce rt:l;ttions in 
the United States. Discussicm by .\frican-;tmenc*an writers and scht)lars of the pc-rioil t~ndcd t o  characterize t5razil as ;t "racial 
paradkc" and "a model for racist ;\meria" This perspective is elaborated in Chapter Four. 
David Hrookshaw, Racc and Color in Brazilian literantre iln)ndon: 'lhc Scarecrow I'rcss, 1986) 125. 
ccmmntly evolving social structure. In his opinion, the ongoing argument that race is subordinate to 
class may be a vestige of a period in Brazilian history when it was indeed the case.73 
Michael itlitchel! foreshadows Andrew's argument by supgesting that the approach of Freyre's 
gcneraticm was based on the idea that social relations were made ,more flexible by allowing individuals to 
assume the Identity of the dominant group." The assumption was that a person of mixed background 
would prefer to be labeled white and the benevolent gesture of granting the privilege of white status 
demonstrated lack of prejudice." As Freyre was writing his book based on this assumption, social 
relations were changing 4 t h  the push to modernize the country. hioreover, the flood of European 
immigrants into S5o Paulo and the South was bringmg an entirely new population group Into the racial 
equation. 1;reyre's ivcrk seems a reaction to these changes as he defended a way of life that was 
cnrmbling in the semi-feudal socieq of the agricultural Northeast of Brazil, a regon fast losing power to 
the industrializing Southeast. *Is well, he was speaking for a generation of Brazhans, only t h x q  years 
rcmuwd from slavery. whose roles as slave owners had formed their attitudes to society. Thus, the 
reality of Preyre's thesis is that of an agrarian economy about to lose its centuries-old dominance in 
I3mzilian national affairs. 
'fie second view of Freyre's work is as an inverted image constructed for social control. In 
1950 the United Nations began an investigation into Brazilian race relations expecting to find a 
blueprint for racial h ,mony the rest of the world could learn kom after the horrors of World War 11. 
However, much to their surprise, L'NESCO researchers found glaring discrepancies between the image 
and realit).. 7h In a country they assumed to be the model of race relations, they found undeniable 
iwquality between blacks and whites through analyzing figures from the 1950 cen~us.~' Florestan 
Femandes, Thales de L-lzevedo, XIan~in Harris, Roger Bastide and Charles Wagiey all of whom 
participated in the study documented the persistence into the 60s of the ideology of whdenig supposedly 
- I  Ckorgc k i d  .\ndrcws. .\ppcndi\ B, Hldis  and \Xhitcs in S k  I'aulo. Brazil. 1888-1988 @ladison: Universit). of Wsconsk 
l'rcss, I99 1) 253. 
'4 Michael .\iitchcll emphasizes thc imponance of nce  consciousness within a changing society, "Racial Consciousness and the 
- - 
l'oliticnl .\ttitudes and Hc,hzGur of H l d s  in Sao I'aulo, Brazil." Iliss. Dcprtmcnt of Political Science, Indiana University, 
197': 35-44 
-' \IXIu* d o  Nascuncnto. Bruit. Sfnture or Massacre ( l h v t ~ ,  Massachusetts: ?he Xhjority ?ress,l989) 79. 
-. 
.- For a prtiai iLt of works c o m m i ~ i i w d  by LlXISSCO, I acknowledge the information provided by Michael Mitchell, "Racial 
(:ociscic~usn~ss and the I'oliacd .\aitudc.s and Hehaviour of Blacks in SZo Paulo, Hmil," Diis. Indiana University, 1977:56. 
St 1;l'rrcsrm 1:cmmdi.s and RO~XT Hastide, R m c o s  e Ncgos em SHo I'aulo (S5o Pado, hnhembi, 1955); ]-.A. Costa, Q 
Noqtr no Iiio dc lanciro (SL, I'do: Compnhia Editom National, 1952); Rcne Ribeiro, R e E o  e Relacijes Raciais @o de 
tanciro: SiinistCno dc liduc~@o r (:dtura, Sesvi~o de Documenta+io, 1956); Charles Wagley, ed. Race and Class in Rural 
Hr;v.il jScw York Ccdumbia Lhkcm-ity I'rcss, 1952) and ?hales de Azevedo, :is Elites de C6r (SZo Pado: Companhia 
I<ditom National. 1955). 
debunked by Freyre in the lf)3C)~.'~ Florestm Femandes concluded that ttx "prejudice of haring tlo 
prejudice" was an attempt by elites, past and present, to avoid d e h g  \\$:I i n e q ~ d i v  and, h i s .  connnuc 
th inlag that structural changes were not necessa.-' 
Brazilian racial democracy is part of a complicated economic ~ n d  sociocultural 
situation, a situation which leads the white man to seek subterfuges and ways of 
concealing his inabilit). to endow Brazilian society with real soci;d equality at a11 
levels of human rela tions.'O 
Freyre's concept of raciai democracy led him to argue that blacks woulct cirsappcar into thc 111clting 
pot oEBrazihan identity and this, at the time, seemed a positive reversal of the overt racist11 o f  previous 
generations. Still, notwithstanding his fame as ihe author who overturned the scientific racist theory of 
whitening in Brazil, Freyre neither questioned the domination nor thc superiority of white clircs. Rlacks 
themselves embraced his theory that thev were inferior. With these contradictions in mind, it is clcarly 
not an easy task to undertake an investigation of this complex member of ,an elite class who felt 
predestined to "espIain" his coun?. In the nest chapter, however, his diary entries of€er intcrcsting 
insight into the inner feelings of Freyre, and through his thoughts the reader can trace the evolution OI 
his theoq of Brazilian race relations. Subsequent analysis of Caw Grunde e S'etqih Icads to interesting 
contrasts among Freyre's contradictory research results, his character, his cspeticnces as R boy pi)wing 
up in an elite family whose history was intimately linked with slavery, and finally his life as a foreign 
student abroad. A brief examination of his student relationship with Franz Boas and his thcoy of 
cultural relativity rounds out the of Freyre's difficulty to create a coherent a rp~ i icn t  for his 
theory of racial democraw. ?he intent of Chapter Three, in short, is to explain how Iireyrc and C ~ I  
Grand e .Yen@ gained the status of cultural icons of Brazilian history. 
Gdberto Freyre has been a cultural symbol to three successive generations of Brazhans. In the 30s 
and N s ,  he was the world-renowned intellectual, the author of the definitive work on the formation of 
13raziiian social and cultural identity, and the father of the racial democracy thesis. During the military 
r t p e  that lasted from 1964 to 1986, anti-government critics saw him as the vain, self-promoting, 
repetitive writer who was the reactionary puppet of the military regime. They further called him the 
father of the myth of racial democracy. Since his death in 1987, Gilberto Freyre has become the mirror 
of a generation, a psychological puzzle, and a key to understanding social mechanisms of the past and 
present.x1 Who then was this man who wTote about the Brazilian family and slavery. Why was he 
seemingly fixated on the sexual habits of white Brazilian males? Why did he make constant 
comparisons throughout his work behveen the racial situation in the United States and Brazil? Why did 
he present such an idykc picture of the past? Why did he not seem aware of the deep racial cleavages 
that existed in Brazilian society? 
The questions could go on endlessly for Freyre was, without doubt, a complex product of his 
upbringing, generation, and world. "It is the child that reveals the man" he himself declared long ago. 
fie said he wanted to tell the history of the Brazilian child from colonial times on to be able to tell the 
history of Brazil. He felt that such a history should be sociologi~uI, pycbohgicaI, antbmpobgicaI: and not 
thvnolq~i~id as, only thus, could he "arrive at an idea concerning the Brazilian's personality." X2 By using 
Izrrevre's frmnula, albeit in chronologcal fashion, the reader will begin to see the forces that shaped 
XccdcII txlirvcs that I;rcyrc's search w w s  a pcmonat attcmpt to resolve his own ambiguities: Jeffrey D. Needell, "Identity, 
12acc. C;c-nilcr and Xfodcmih in thc O&jn of Gilberto 1:rqrc's O e d  'I'he Amcrican EIistoncal Review 100. 1 (February 
19951 : 5U-7. Hrazilirtn authcrfi tlrc 1:rcyre's mosr severe cridcs: Gilkrto de Macedo s k s  why tireyre assumcs Aryan roots are 
d,rminant in a S I : ( K ~ C ~  l q c i y  made up of .\&can slaves for most of its history as a nation. Casa Grande : Scnzala: Obra 
IMitica? (KO d r  Jan'iro: 1,ivrxk Itdiror~ Citedra under arrangement with &finistry of Education and Culture, 1979); hiaria 
. \ k c  ctc 3phr Xicdriros sccks to understand how a book that preached social p ~ ~ c e  and racial harmony in an authoritariafl, 
uriiyu:d sc~ict). could haw such tn.mcndous interntionat percussion and cnd up detining the elements of Brazilian identity. 
3f~xkintl; \~c%\R G o  (;ran& e Scntolb as a vchick for elitist vkws. 0 E h i o  Da Dr,mina+x Relendo Casa Grande e Smzala 
(Ria dclanciro: 1:dirora achi;un6, 1984) lxlk Costa I& explores the ways Freyre distorted or the concepts 
c r i  I-i-~rv &as. ":\ \'crs5o S o h  d o  l'arriarcallsrno: Casa Grande e Semala," '4 i\miarris d o  Tem~o: Estudos Sobre a 
S m x t i w  (Kio de!anilro: Ed. R e c o .  1989). 
Gilberto Freyre and ix~fluenced his work. Italics refer to information adapted Erum Darq Kibeiro's 
essay on Freyre's diary and are followed by my analysis in brackets." 
Freyre: the child and the man 
1907 - He began meivirs tutoring at home withpri2,ate ieu~hns, two ofwhom t tqh t  him their nrlti~a 
hngtiage~-: French und English. (Freyre was an anglophile at an early age. Such adoration of liuropr was 
a common attribute of Brazilian elites of the turn of the century.) 
191 5 - At age 15 he had hi.--fi:it J-extd eexperienr+e witb rr m~fbtinhu. (1 Ie later referred to her as a 
morena with tiny feet? and wrote in his diary that thc experience had changcc! hitn forcvcr. hlul;~tas 
have been stereorlped as sexual temptresses of white men in Brazil and the work o f  Freyrc 
emphasizes this image.") 
1916 - He was a h a 4  bgiitlnitg to ta'kle books hke i'i/~rinl j. 1'ro~rr.r~ Bun~un uncl the worh f l  bAz/!y, 
Renan and Ep de Qlieim; He.fa/ that ?bIftcy in pm-/i'aihr%ud ~ h o w i  him >hut bbthedY C.'hririiuni,ly iinkd u// 
men regardkss of race or ch.i~ unci' that t h e  who were more eduuted would bnrg l&ht to the m m o n  people. 
(Freyre never wavered from his belief in elite guidance of society.) 
191 7 - He comp/eted .seconrlav J-L$UO/ at the Gi/reutb +4nlericrn J'~&ool in Re@ whereupon he delbn~i hi~nxe![ 
u Raptist who woti/d ~pread hti '%u$so~iu/~-/, haJL~/iqio~~s" ideus @ be~~ming u 4?Zi~~~kml!y. (I Iis i\meiican 
education in Brazil and in the United States influenced him enormously. I t  firclcd his anglopkilia, 
but later added to his confused feelings of identity when, as a young university studcnt, he tricd to 
understand the status of Brazil as a country of mest&o~-.) 
Wi .\I1 exccqts in italics are adapted from Preyre's Jury. 1hq Ribciro, fntrcduction, (ksa (;ran& c Scnzah ((hracns, 
\'cnc~uelz Hiblioteca .\yacucho, c.1973) 96107. 
?4 Nccdcll:69. I t  is curious to nore t h t  Frcyr= la tc~  chmgcd ti is dc-jctipticjn <if die muhfiiltiii tif his diary tci mom#, a r i ~ i d  
euphemism to denotc darker skin, in his diaries publkhcd in 1975. Morno is currcntfy the prcfcrrd term in usc for dark skin 
in I3wil .  It  may refer to p s r m s  oF.\frican descent, but also may mean "tanned" or "brunette." I n  the elghks, Vrcyre c:rllcd 
for recognition of what he callcd m~~rtule as the cliscnce of tkmIk~Ifrrrfrrrfe. 
6 Many Brazilian writers have thus trharact~zixed the mu&&. J o r s  hmado is a wdl-knrjwn example but othcrs such as Ninl 
Ribc.irc~ thought the m~t/lda "an a b n r ~ r d  h-pe of super-excited wxuahy'' and Jts6 \'crisimo said sho was "the cir~sotver of our 
m o d  and physical vicility."Fnzre argued that this cormpticm was not due t o  jnnatc immorality of blacks h r  t o  the sexual 
aggression of t h e  masters. Xevc-rrheless, he agr~+.d that negrm and muhfar wcw wductive in 3 highly chargclrl scxud 
cnvirmmtnt he attributed to the hot dimate I:rcyre, Icasa <;ramie 527,446. 
meld science, literature, fiction and fanq into his story of a nation may we11 represent the true 
literary value of his work.) 
1 019 - I le retz~vled to the United States to attend Bqkor, a small uniuen-ig in Waco, Texas. Hj. s t9  had a 
pofiund epct on h m  UJ- he ti~ited LZ bkck ghetto on the otltskids o f  Waco for the fmt time. 'This is much more 
hom'hh tsan I had imagined..a shame mi this Phi/%-tine ivzlisation. " thatyear he traveled to the South and, 
ybon c i f k i t g  where the aWf~tIsmel wm comingjivm,  re^-eived  he answer in a simple stra&hfonvard mannet: ' 2  3 a 
ncro the bqs jn~ f  btrmr. " (His widcw, seventy years later, recalled his intense horror at the brutality of 
U.S. racism.% His experience in the C.S. was, without doubt, the comparative factor that most 
upheld his belief that Brazdian rzce relations were fraternal, and significant racial prejudice did not 
exist in Brazil.) 
1'120 - He bgun hir studies at Cohmbia Univenio m a s&ohrshi$ sturlent in PoGticaI Science and zuas n 
confempora~ of ltlu~gut-et Mead, iW. Hen-kovits and Rtcth Beneht. HHis sttldes includedAnthmpo/ogv (/Boa), 
Poiiti~al Economj (SeIr@nan), Soriologv (Gidd;ns), PoGti~d Srzence (Munm), S o d  Histoty f l y e ~ $  PhihsopLy 
(Dewgj, and Laul (Bm~-et-~'Moore). He threw himsefmth a pamon inta Bn'tish and ATori?hhh4men'can literatun 
and open ~.ommented zn hi- daties thar he ulas meeting tbegreat Ltera~jgures oftbe time. He felt that Co/umbia 
wus thegreutest American univenig and was hqt@ to have the oppotltur~io to sttl4 there. F y e  d;d extvmelj well 
In .sfudie~-. f l s  type of background provided Freyre with academic clout and confidence. Cma 
Grande e Senxah was a massive first work published as the definitive history of the Brazilian family. 
Its truth was accepted by the readmg public in part because Freyre's academic credentials were 
beyond repr0ach.j 
1 922 - He w a  beginning tojel out 6pkzce in such an over~heImin& Ymperiadstic Anglo ~'tilttld'and 
bemme mrich more aultrre ~ h u f  hi- own ongins were not p i t 6  tp to :-nufahe to the mixed-race qbtltation @Bra$ 
The Hrjrunic world of Lferatzm n w  d.w his uttenfion; he said that he co~IdfeeLptld $and comjlirabIe mth the 
zdue~. hepre~vntb en~~iintmd in his stu~&. 
-4fier receiring his Ilfiuter-3 degree in 1922 and hatting it pziblished the sameyear, he I '  the U.S. for Ezrmpe 
on u stu.4.-to~r.." 31 Pani- he met some Bra$an morlem arti~-t~-, traveled thmtlgh Gemzay and ended tlp in 
Ianrion h e  he stgedu time ~ z f  0-$rd rltt~ndng Ldwes. (Thts period is one of intense questioning and 
self-doubt During his travels in Europ he is known to have had homosexual liaisons.R8 His 
doubts about his o m  identit); both sex& =d national, perhaps led him to look to Brazil's past for 
personal direction.) 
1923 - :@ u rkif to PotlzgaL h rejrmed to &L$. He had ley? Bra$ a b y  o f  18 and now dech~ed be saw 
i j  with d2ereni ge5, t h e  of an tldvit. He eqdziked that ah l t  in Enghh impmted a sense $sophisticated He fet 
that !his vew ~tr~-ion hodgizrn him thepenpe~~live he needed to see bisfeIbw Brqihnx & ming a combination o f  
pm/otlndc'rnpt~~ and &tuntr. (The h e  yean  abroad brought Freyre in direct contact with European 
attitudes of superiofiq-, pace hatred, and condemnation of r a d  mixing. In his blaster's thesis he 
provided positive images of the Brazilian past and later defined brzi&n&de in terms of a 
harmonious racial his ton-.) 
*- C;iltn?tc> I ~ r c p ,  "Sea liic is H d  in &c Middle of the Nkctccnth Ccmmry," The f IisDanic Amrdcan Historical Review 
5 1 9  Now. ( 1 9 q  : 597-628. Submirtcd in 1922 in partial f u l h c n t  of the quiremcntf for his Master's of Arts degree in the 
LXT.UMII-~~; I'<&ric;tl S c i i u  Col'umbia Lhi , r&t ) ' .  
In thisperiad he tmte in hi>- d a y  '7 urn entiogamu~- -what u won&~i~/s~~Zo/~~i~iil~~~t;d!--r~nd I a/nlo.t~ 
a/?-:Jlfafira~'ted @ women who, when white, hok k k  mj  mother, cof~~~ins, s~JJ/P~-;  eLYopmocts' 1 am it1 q1' 
attra~iion, which is enotmozi~-,,_/iv- women o/tf"v/o~ir. " (His attraction to non-white women may explain the 
primary focus of his book: that Portuguese and Braziltan slave masters' attraction to dark-skinncd 
u-omen was the reason for miscegenation.%') 
1925-1930 - The~ejemi zvere ~penf &cle/oping a mner both a. an inteb'eif~~almd rrc a membrr offh? 
l'mumbzico govemmenf mbhtlf. By 1929, he wacjig/ing fhne j0b.c hirL~oz~eemnn~entpo~-ition r~f1t1 li.c.pn.c%s as 
dimfor o/thepriniipoi&@ new$@er in Re~ife und Pn$ssor qf Sociolqy h the N o m d  .School fji'efzdnlbuco. 
(All the while he insisted that he did not want to run for political office; h s  prime objective was to 
be a writer.) 
To L-ontinzie /hepykt.. he n~i'tpfed upo.iition m visitingpfDj~~~~or ut Stdnjbrd University irr the United .Ttafe.f 
and bgzn to travel exten.iive4 in the Deep Soztth n~aking obsetvutions on its simibritier /o the Northead of l3m$ 
(HIS contact with the e d  of racial segregation affected him for the rest of his Iife cill~sing him to 
evaluate racial awareness as the first step to racial hatred. Brazilians had to avoid a r*:petition ( ~ f  thc 
-Imerican xperience at all costs.) 
1 931 - He n t m e d  to Bra@/ and in 1932,J;nirhed hir book 
1933 - He sent the manuscript off to the publishers and celebrated the occasion by giving an 
enormous party at his family property. All the guests came in costumes typical of the good old days 
of the Casa Grande and the Senzala (The theme was, of course, repeated forty years later in the 
restaurant in Recife.) 
3- Seedeli, "Identity" 59. 
his class, as we see that eve9 those who criticised his work d ~ d  not question the truth of it, but 
rather its unorthodox st)iIe. 
1934 - 1:ryz o~an ied  theI;nt Congres~~ ofAjro-Bra@~ian Stua?es. (From 1934 to 1938 important 
congresses were held in Recife, 13ahia and Ahfinas Gerais which gathered writers and scientists who 
were seek@ channels of communication. 'fie frst annal was published in 1934 and its editor, 
1:dgar Koquete Pinto, repeatedly praised Freyre for his positive study of the black conttib~tion to 
Hrrzilian historical formation. In fact, many of the articles in the annal were sirmlar to Freyre's 
work as they analvsed the history of blacks in diverse parts of Brazil as well as the scientific aspect 
of their longevity, psychology, and blood types." After the publication of several books celebrating 
the varied racial elements of the Brazilian character, it became intellectually acceptable to develop 
the fc~undauons of a distinctive Africanology."' Regardless of the stressing of black values, 
however, the articles were written by whites and used for the benefit of whites. By emphasizing 
what was different and esotic about the negro, the writers treated Afro-Brazilian culture as a source 
of  aesthetic enjoyment.)" 
1935- His ~-econd major book Sobrad0.r e iVlo~.ambo~- (Mansions and Shanties) appeared (Most of Freyre's 
books have dichotomous titles.) 
1937 - In dn in/enieu/ with the .4~entine new~paper Lrr Obinidn, Frgm des~7zbed the events srtnmnding the co@ 
lamed oiit 5 [ / ; rq~j :  '7n ISl j7 I ~qporled the ~xnB&y of]o~-e'~he'n'co de A/meidz, a Northea~~tem wder who 
oppo~ed I ' r l r p ~ ~ ,  ejlen tho~gb I bud origiubgiuen him  hi^- sipport. Soon thereaper, the takeover oc~xrred 
r~nd in the ~vn/~.rion. we &d t ~ w q  wifh the convenfionali~ qfp~fting Jome to the I$ and mme to the righ (..) To 
my drna~ement, he fint iu~rlience the ikrfafor T,'a.pigranted me was topmpoie /bat I take on /he Minist7 of 
sdfmtion and ~nlfm. '' (Freyre did not accept, but the invitation indicates official approval of his 
work.) 
'' k.01. 1. t<sn;dos .\fri~br.tsiliuta f Congcc-ss~ .\fro-Hrasileiro, Kio de Janeiql935; \'o1.3, Novos estudos afro-bradeiros Iiio 
dr@tncirc>. 11 (:cmpysso :\irc~Hnl;iic%i~, 1937 m d  fdison Cameiro and Aydano do Couto Ferraz, eds., 0 Nemo no Hrasil 
(Kit) &_1artciro. 19101. I b r  information on thc JII Congresso ;\fri*Hrasileiro held in 1983 see Roberto Motta, coordinator, 
k afrcjbrzsdi~ro?: (Keclfc: Fundaqi+quim Nabuco, 12djtor~ Ma::simgmar1985). 
''2 i k y c  vVs p z t s ~ d l y  m z c  of rhc f Mr_m Rcnaismcr clm-iq his student days ar Columbii University k New York and 
=-LC cr&Iy ccms&m thzt his cnvn m&tn;iliy wss made up of cultura! traits tiom .Ifria So too were many writers 
sttcmding the Congmss. They httd sqwmt time in fiurcrpc and became inrerested in the Jifricanness of their own C U ~ N ~ C  when 
.\&an sylc5 of art. music lcnd &nce h a m e  the q c  in Paris during the nvcnties. 'Ihese writtvs of  the modankt iiterary 
mwcntcmr of the nvc-titic~ sought nl dis~cxcr Hwilian c r n g i d t y  and scver Brazil's umbiiical cord to h r o p e .  An intimate 
l t x k  at thC thmkuy! of mcwfcrnkts is p~widcri n b u f m ' s  C k m  de Mario de ;\ndrade a l'mdcnte de Moraes Neto 1924 - 
m. 
The follo\.-ing years are replete nith k-onours and Freyre enjoyed ~laaonitl and tntern:~uoi~al prestige 
as the foremost interpreter of Brazilian h k W  His \vas a long life of publlr acclam \vhlth bepn ~ 7 t h  thc 
success that follon-ed the publicanon of &?,a Grmi& P S ' e r q ~ h  in 193.7. 
Freyre's "Old Social Order" 
In studying mo grandmother's days. [earlier referred to as "Jle good old cta!.s"1 f 
have approached them neither to praise nor to blame - only to tastc the joy ot" 
understanding the old social order. 
Gilberto Freyre determined to explain "the old social order" in his hIastt$s cssay at C01~mb:;i 
University. The theme of Brazilian patriarch!., the underpinning of that ordw, bec;~mc the fi)cus o f  
most of his writing during his lifethe. His first and most important bock, (,ii.w C;ritti& 2 .Ct'ti?h. 
introduced Freyre's idea that Brazil had esperienced a betugn form of slavery, as nlastcrs iom1c.d social 
and sexual bonds with slaves which resulted in harmonious race rclattons in a raaally-mixed socict!.. 'Ii 
Yet, the contradictions are clear. 
First, he rarely mentioned the eightypercent of blacks who were field hands and he devorcd Ix~t 
one paragraph on the last page of his six hundred and fortynine page book to house slavcs not happy 
with their lot 
The life of the n q m ,  the slaves of the white ioids and iids (masters and rnistrcsscs) was not always 
happy. There were those who killed themselves eating earth, hanging themsclvcs, poisoning 
themselves with the herbs and potions c;f witchdoctors. Illere were those who from so much 
longing became idiots- the ban70 -longing for -1frica. ?hey did not die but just wthcrcd away. 
:ind having lost the will to live a normal life, they gave themselves to escesscs and abusc of 
aguardente, marijuana and masturbation. 
With no Further comment on their lives, Freyre ends the book b y  listing twenty two ctiseascs 
afflicting slaves-an abrupt and curious ending.* 
Second, there are discrepancies between his thesis of benign slav* ry and the type (if vocabulary he 
used to describe the relationships of masters and domestic slaves. Still, althrtugh the l~ook was 
controversial at &st, its message of national and racial pride did not take long to spread throughout 
In I'M3 JoF .\mado convimcd thc Culrurd Commission of the I k,usc of Ocqx~tics tlr trominatc I'rcyrc f ; ~ r  thr. NdJrrl p r v c  
for lit-vxcC in 197i. i;iibc=o ikqr 'hzmne Sir <;iikrtr, i;rcyc whcn (&em i<:katx-th I I ma& him a Knight i r f '  rfre 
Briush Empirc. 
5 - j ~ ~  y- a f i ~ ~  i n i d  p&L&rm, "Ckq C;m&" is in its 25th. cdition and has bccn tr:mslarcd mtr, m:tny langpsg,c-s. 
'" I:xyrc, (a- Gmde c Scnmh 649- 
28 
'Ihc Slg I frrusr, completed by rhe six-e-quarters. represents an entire economc, 
wciai and p r h c a I  system: of production (/at;Jijt(dia'n'o monoculture); of work 
(4arcm;; r , f  transport fox-cart, sedan-chair, horse); of r e b m  (Catholicism of the 
htfirntty a-ztfi iht- sacrisrzn subord i r e  :o the paier-famiim.. .); of sexual life and of 
fam+ {pof~gaamrrus patriarch?): . . .of politics (iompuJrirmu [system of favours]). It 
was the fitrc, the hank rhe cemereq-. the inn, the school, the alms-house.* 
'ihrs scmat z v w m  wis the basis of Fresre's study of Br& histoq whose enormous success 
~E'JS paruall?. due r 9  m aura of saentitic espertise in the discussion of racial and cultural issues. It was, 
hc sad, a nits of hrsrtjr). .;ocidogy, znthropology, autobiography and ps)-choanalysis-a search for his 
riim iriirnut?.'''; Frq-ie's 51-0I-k was inspifatiorid. I i s  recreation of a wvorld of masters and slaves was 
un~quelv chffcrcnt. 1 1  an em of st rong  nanw-ist senrimenr, the young author's use of language was 
unort idos in a refrahngl? Brazifian wvay- His inclusion of recipes, songs, customs and games t!~at 
were part of U m i t ' s  recent siase-owning past presumably brought warm recollections from the depths 
of coflectivt. eiite memory. Frcyre spoke directly :o his readers assuming that they shared his memories 
of bemg suckled by mjz_i?rrfi~~. raised br black h b h .  served by black L~ ' .& I ;  obeyed by black playmates 
and seduced by sou-rlg bhck gd~.''' Tt iz not surprising that these images struck a chord amongst upper 
chssc3 tvho kit nostdligic \*earning for an era d e n  f i y  established limitations to non-elite social 
motxiin- were in t in  effcxt F r e d s  discutme of racial harmon\r based on patriarchal authoritarianisin 
reflected a trajiuond view oi society. Tlie Big House, said Freyre. was where the "Brazilian character of 
s d  condnuit\-" was best expressed. The role of the elite was as "master7' of the m;lsses. ''" 
'y- " Ilw SF-1 of I-k~rc's i k G s  WIG rxx ~ ~ ~ & i g  s it >upplied a(l;ldcmic backing to a posiuvc c\-aluation of national idmtity 
r h t  hni its t x + m k ~ s  in ik- m-in&~ widl I l r d ~ ~ q  the litcmry mowmifit that esprcssed appreciation of  Brazil and its 
muitirxbi t~xkg.rrwnJ. K~uimn- 
": irl fk- #;ti:% cd. <ti t :lW <;cad c LIV& .~wt iiC. JmIro,J& C;i-lympit,, 19w 1;rqrc provides rhc prcfaccs of aH previous 
c&rknis- ~'rcf~~-c rrr fhc f +: cJ.. n\< 
: i-nxri 3t~rctI  r t u r  H r s b  -&c+iwxq f d m   mib bur id th& 4m.n WCCS to the * ~ ~ x ~ & u s  in3ucnm" of the negra or 
RII&.J h t - s  \tho C I ~ C ~  whnc thin, st m c e -  uith "Icssms of Lib1din0u.s behaviour." 11e himself attributed such 
tr m q m m  r ~ l h -  pmralcr- r f7;'~- crf&wxy- Fr~yrc-~ I a3 (;rande 313-53- 
Ere!-re referred to hihis XI-ork on the histom of these tw-o elements in Bnzlliml society its the 
*. 
"equiliboum ofanragonisms. He felt that b!acb and \vhites as slaves and tnqsters lismg togdw= 1%) the 
Ccrz Grim& had $a!-ed roles rhar created a social balance that neutr&ct_l mckl ciifferences UI 13~1zil. 
Costa Ltma. h h l y  critical of Ere!-re. states &at a more appropkre tenn w d d  be "nnt i l~~ni~ms 111 
equilibrium-' to better reaecr the reaEq- of a socieh- that used social ~ncchanisms of p:trrtmgc and 
cordialit)- to neutralize not racial differences, bur demands for m u d  equalits. '"' Ncrmhtless, l:rqw 
sought to ax-oid antagonism between whites and non-whites at all cosrs. 111s early contact nith the 
1-iolence of :hencan race rehuons influenced him to produce a version of Rrxziliati lustow that 
dehsed potential racial confict. This he achieve& on rhe one hand, bv frequent allusion to the bnltality 
of ./In,@ shver)- and segregation and on the orher, by presenting from a patriarch:tl perspcctne a 
oosralgic picture of a Cad C;lii~& bustling ~xlth people of all colours. 
It is teihg. however, that the rural world omside thc Rig 5 iotrse is sparsely dcscribeci sncl 
Frevre usuall~ presented reassuring stereoqpical images of happy workers who sang as they toiled. I t 1  
effect, he vimally ignored the harsh realit)- of the eighty per cent of slaws who wcre ficld hands, but 
justified his omission bt- saying rhar they had to be distinguished from house slaves who had the 
benefits of moral and religious a~sistance.'~ E s  he accomplished by focusing on thosc slaves whom 
he characterized as "friends" of white masters and their families. With this s 9 4  he fised his attention 
on &e domestic scene, as it was here that his theon- of racial harmony tcmk root, It was 1:rcyrcYs firm 
belief that the slaves who shared the daily intimacies of whites' home life lcxncd t o  value w!litc 
behavioral models. Most important of all, th& descendants would move closer to a white pl~enotype 
through the process of miscegenation.'"' 
FreFre, the Intellectual 
Freyre's defense of miscegenation seemed a rebuttal to the racist theories of men like 0livcil.a 
\ " h a  who blamed mubtm. a "dishonour on the nauonal memory," for the Ixickward state o f  the 
country- In contrast, Frewe attributed the miserable conditions of most bhcks to "a wretched historical 
apprenticeship."'" Frey-e and his group battled with his adversa7 Trianna who was largely responsible 
f i x  the xientific certification of whitening theories already present in Brazilian society since Abolition. '13' 
L3c-c:ating from Vianna's idea that miscegenation was a shameful, but necessary evil, Freyre proposed 
that ~niscegmation was a positive form of eugenic reconstruction. He believed that, through 
miscegenation, the Mack element furnished a strong eugenic abdq  to flourish in the tropics that the 
white component Iaded. His understanding of eugenic theory led him to presume that the mtlhto was a 
hybrid national type at a transitional letre1 of eugenic development. The success of his proposal led to 
the rehabilitation of the image of mubt0.r 
I t  is here, however, we see his close identification with the id& of whitening as his view of the 
mltiitn was of an rlfn~oj-f IvJztc person.'" In other words, the absorption of the negro will occur in any racial 
cross wth the stronger white stock. It is clear that, however much Freyre seemed to be proposing 
radically new ways of evaluating different sectors of the population, he never wavered from his 
assumption that whites or the whifened would quite naturally dominate. The new anthropological 
perspective he espoused shifted the blame for the lack of progress of blacks from racially determined 
bases t o  nutritional and c u h r d  factors, but did not remove the blame from blacks. Blacks are inferior, 
Freyre argued against race supremacists, but their inferiority stems from the social fact of slavery, and 
not  from the fact of belonging to the black race.Iw The duality of Freyre's statements that blacks were 
valuable additions to the melting pot, and that they would disappear as weaker elements of racial mixing 
is a particularly confusing aspect of his writing i? Cusa Gramk. Freyre h s e l f  was never unsure of his 
argument. as he f d y  believed that he had learned to distinguish racial and culture differences from the 
study of cultural i&ti\ifi- wk1i Fram Bcias at Columbia University. 
?he study of Anthropolog- under the orientation of Professor Boas first revealed to me the 
m e  value of the f:gm and the m ~ ~ h f o  -when racial lines are separated from the effects of the 
ensironment and cultural esperience. I leamed to see as fundamental the differences between race 
and culture; to discriminate between the effects of purely genetic relations and social influences, of 
1"- (Xticisin of  \'&mu mountcd in the rhimcs Ilk work was attributed to "outdated, latc nineteenth-century, post-positivist 
a n t h r o p f c ~  and srtficdvgy." S L T ~ ~ U  -'I fi.i;(~?.. ~ C C ,  and thc State," 13. Freyre's work provided ncw "ideolo@cal clothes" 
to thr blacks. Indians, I'omgucx md mulattos of  Brazil says Aguiar hledelros, 23. 
' f i >  dtsag~c~: with \'nnna's notion that Hr~ilian blacks wtre inferior, 1;rcyrc argued that I laussa and Fula (Ma& or hfuslim) 
runvt-s wt.c  dmtwt Ilurcqxxn in bir m d  f a r e s .  'Thus Brazil imported a "better stock" of African slaves who were "false 
q m ~ f  3 s t~xk supnor to that of  rhe authentic ngm.'." F r v ,  Casa Grande 426. Also see preface, 1st ed., xxxii for comment 
t )n cugcnics. 
cultural heritage and the environment. \X'ithin this criterion of chfferet~tiation behveen race and 
culture lies the plan of this \\Sting [G~Ja Granrir e Serr;~zlii~."" 
Boas' theory of cultural relativity emphasizes the wduc ot culture in the explanarinn of 
differences between social groups. He argued that in a multi-racial socic-r)' each different t'thtiic p t ~ p  
has its own form of behax-iour, distinct one from the other as a result of cil1nir;tl not raaal 
specifications. Several students of Boas are known for their ground-breaking treatmcnts t z i  the groups 
they set out to studp and Freyre was no exception. However, as he developed his mammoth malysis o f  
Brazilian slave society, he did not maintain a purely culturalkt line but juxtaposed racialist comment on  
the eugenic value of certain groups. 
The sexual intercourse of whites of the best stock - including ecclesiastics who wcrc, wvitliou~ 
doubt, the most select and eugenic element in Brazihan formation - with black slaves and nnllrrlir.r 
was formidable. It resulted in enormous numbers of illegitimate chddren, nzt11(1/inba~. often raisctl 
with legitimate offspring within the liberal patriarchism of the ~ u s d ~ p z ~ ~ d e . ' ' '  
Frqre's inference that the children of priests' unions with non-white women were biologically 
superisr is a h  to his analysis of the superiorit). of racc mixture behvccn t l~e "best elcmcnts" o f  ttlc 
she-quarters with the "best elements" of the Big House. Herein lies the ambiguity o f  1;rcyrc's 
argument that culture rather than race is the factor behind the problems of Brazilian dcvclopment. 
Although he championed a cultural vision of history, Freyre was seemingly unable to distancc himsclf 
from evolutionary theories like e-~genics that assigned biological levels of "quality" to human p u p s .  
Frep-e thought he had absorbed his beliefs from Boas whom hc creditcd with providitig the 
inspiration and guidance he needed to understand his own society. I-Ie apparently did not, howcvcr, 
comprehend M y  the rupture in contemporary racial thought advocated by his professor. I t  is t n ~ c  that 
Freyre echoed Boas' ~osition on miscegenati~n,"~ and Freyrc is commonly held to he thc 
anthropologist who brought cultural historicism to Brazil. Nevertheless, 1;reyrc distorted I3osslan 
interpretations of race, culture, and ethnicity. For examp]:., Boas discounted racc as a factor of hutnui 
difference. "There is such great variety of responses of groups of the same racc but culturally divcrsr 
that it seems probable that whatever biological differences may exist are of less importance," he wrote. 
I i m  Hoas wrote in 1921 that "lcscning of contrast between the Negro and the white will Irring about lessening of  ckms 
consciousncs The n e g o  problcm in America urlil not disappm until negro blrx~tf has been so much dilutcd that it will no 
lor~gcr be recoffliscd" Ibce and I>cmocmtic Society (New York :Hiblo and 'l'annen, 1969) 80. Hms txIicv~J that raw W& 
not a biological catcgmy, a radial conccyt in an era that generally accepted the i d c ~  of gcnctic racial infcriurity and 
condcmncd race mixing 
"' Boas hrther rejected claims that human culture was uni-causally linked to geography."" Freyre, on 
the athcr hand, looked to both race and geography for cultural and racial explanations of human 
re,, dcveiopmcnt. i he Portuguese people, he explained, were formed by their close contact to Africa and 
domination by Moors for many centuries. "Predisposed by its geographical situation.. .Portugal is 
anthropoiogically and culturally an enormous variety of antagonisms, some in equibbrium, some in 
conflict." This, he said, had produced "a flexible social whole which is characteristically Port~guese."~~~ 
'l'his image of the Portuguese is th:: foundation of Freyre's theme of racial harmony which he 
considered the logical result of the Portuguese colonization in Brazil. Nonetheless, if he were, as he 
said, following Boasian culturalism, he would not have put race at the forefront of his argument. 
Rather, he would have subordinated it to a secondary position in his work as Boas did. Yet Freyre's 
tendency was to continue using race as the central issue from which he then analyzed cultural aspects. 
'Jhus, contrary to what we see in Boas, Freyre drew his conclusions on culture from his analysis of racial 
and environmental fzctors. 
Freyre, Father of National Identity 
'Ihus far, w e  sec that Freve did his own balancing act of antagonisms. HIS story of the 
formation of Brazilian societ). left out any significant reference to the majority of the population who 
were black field labourers, but em~hasised the contributions of blacks to national character. He praised 
blacks for their strength in tropical climes, hilt called them weaker elements in inter-racial unions. He 
recogniscd their cultural inferiority, but rejected assumptions of racial inferiority. He criticized scientific 
racism, but upheld eugenics. It is logical to conclude that his inconsistencies reflected the ideological 
confusion of B r d a n  elites in general, and that the sentimental historici~r of his book was an 
espression of order and continuity in troubled 
~ k ~ z  Grmide e S ~ $ J  was indeed persuasive. It evoked strong feelings of nosta@a and pride as 
it legitimised the Brazilian \%-a!- of life in a number of important ways. First, in a political sense it 
~1~~ I;reyre \\.as no: the only \vritt-r to provide Hw,ilians with a new ideology o f  national identity during the thirties. Iike Freyre, 
other intellcrtuds ctmbinrci nrw literary .;t)-lt% with social &mce to re-di&r the& county. Race, poliucal 
~l?!~%i?r and an ag-ctrin hi*-< .am ;i.wmgs: the prtGousk supprciised o r  ignored topics that reshapipcrd discussions about the 
nation. 7ihcz;c dixussictns shifted Braxiin elite artention away from European racial ideology and focused it on the need to 
-- 
cfc.\-clop Brazil's o\\n uniquc idcnt i~  zs 3 p ~ ~ ~ ~ e ,  mixed-race South .kmrrican nation. S g i o  Buarque de Holanda's 
k w c s  dc) Hnxil (1936); Caio Pr3& Jr.'x I<..oludo PoEtica do Brad (1933) and f+rmado do Bmii Contanoorineo: Col6nia 
(1942). .\s ctd. In Ihin Ht~p2;~ "RL11cw- t k a y  Hmilian .Socal -ilought of the 193&," Ixs~Hmilian Review 31:12, (1994) 
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bolstered the waning power of certain groups in the Northeast who resented thc increasing donzit1;ulcc 
of the industrialking urban southeast. Freyre's writing "express the aFlrtan o1ig1rchit.s' pmspccts oi  
participating in the 'new order' vithout aq-  need to concede str.1cnm.1 Second, Freyrc's i r k s  
that racial amalgamation would produce a vital new Brazilian race scuted \Tarpp' vision of a  stsoy 
unified nation. Third and most important, the acquisition of an ideological elerncnt of Rwzilinn identity 
that crystallized race relations fiavoured the dominant class. Thus, Freyrc's work pron-tded ik nationd 
solution to national questions. ' I "  
The thesis of racial democraq- celebrates the lnterhvining of the African, l'ortuguesr, i d  
indigenous roots of Brazilian society. Its definiuon of Brazhanness does not recognize srparatc r;ict:il 
identitv, and the dominant press in Brazil reflected t h s  concern u n d  the late 1980s. In contrast, ;I long 
list of at least eighty-five publications directed to the black community between 1897 and 1985 w r h  
such tides as, for example, 'The Voice of the Race (1932-1935), "'I?lc Wlack 'I'ribunc" (1 935-1939), tlnd 
"The \'eke of Negritude" (1953-1953) calls tnto question Freyre's azsumption that separate raciid 
consciousness did not exist in Brazil. The following chapters l o ~ k  at the dcvelopruent o f  black rac~al 
identi5 from the post-abolition period through to the late 1930s. 'I'he fbcal chapters of tills thes~s, they 
present the way blacks defined themselves in a world m which they were increasmgly iporcd or dctlncd 
by others as a social problem. 
C h a p t e r  4 
The Black Press in Brazil 
Moura classifies self-defied racial or ethnic identity as an individual or group consciousness of 
ancestral origins that determines a f h a t i o n  of cultural and social values. He argues that the "conscious 
agent" seeks to f o m  groups that share these d u e s ,  especially when dominant society considers them 
inferior."' Accordrng1~-, in the early years of the twentieth century, small groups of concerned blacks 
gathered to discxlss the worsening situation of non-whites in Brazil and decided to speak out for their 
community against discrinhation. The record of their determination 10 lead the black community to its 
rightful phce in Brazilian sociee- is in the bhck press microfilm on file in the Biblioteca Nacional in Rio 
defanciro. The press provided an arena for discussior, of black social affairs, the ambitions of the black 
community, and the worsening of racial discrimination. In essence, the microfilm contains the public 
language of an oppressed majority challenging, after 1930, a dominant minority. James Scott questions 
the meaning behind the public transcript of subordinate groups. And as we have seen, Freyre presented 
a version of Brazilian identity to which subordinate discourse, ie., the black press, had to accommodate 
itself. Scott aftinns that th.= o#k%d~-foy. it.. b e  public transcript of dominant groups, more often than 
not, is simply the representation of how the dominant group in a society would like to have things 
appezi'O In chapter ke-the prime focus of my research-my objective is to demonstrate that 
analysis of the w r i q  of -%dindo Veiga dos Santos, co-founder of the Fmte Nega and its newspaper, 
_-I  I cl;J Rqa, provides an opportunity to view Scott's analysis in another hght. As an elite leader of an 
impowrished mass, Veiga dos Santos acted as an interpreter of dominant values in the black 
communir\.. Thus, his argument for assimilation is evidence of the power of dominant discourse within 
the "public transcript" of the black pms. 
Much earlier, a potential altematk-e to the dominant discourse began in a humble fashion in the 
blitck community. Between 1892 and 1937 the black press served as the primary vehicle for the 
""" Mwra d1n5 not distinguish t>mwm cvthnic a d  m d  group, but classifies both as grmps, that have shared cultural and/or 
ph\?ikd ~h.Wmt%*8 C%kk %IU~J, %&kgla d0 scpm hd&~ (SO h d o :  mt~a zk&, 1988) 204-5. 
development of racial solidarit?- amongst blacks. Its writers used small ne\vspqxxs to spread rllcir 
message that racial pride \%-as an essential part of the fight to acheve economic an3 social equality. 
---two new titles appeared &om 1892 to 1935. but not a single ne\v black nc\vspapcr cmcrged wtdr 
17argas was consolidating his vision of national unification (1936 to 19-44.} tkdence of the estcnt of 
internal political influence on the development of the black press m this period 1s clear as IS new tides 
appeared between 1945 and1961."' This chapter follows the grow~h of the black press ln Hnzil i~tld 
seeks to explain why it lost the momentum it was p n g  a d  virtually ceased to esist after 1937 whcn 
official dehnons  of national identi5 began to mcorporate the black population. Of most m~portancc 
to a stud7 of the black press are the writings of those blacks who viewed themselves as leaders of tlwr 
community. I focus on the writers of the Sao Paulo black press as they lived and worked in the guwng  
centre of power in Brazil. They were a very small group of literate or, in some cases, semi-literate blidi 
men who struggled to produce newsletters that arculated precariously in a generally illttcrate black 
community. 
The Meaning of Language 
mere are problematic elements that merit attention in an examination of the Black l'rcss. One of 
these lies in the area of discourse analysis. Is an "outsider" from the last decade of the twentieth century 
capable of understanding spmbolic meaning that may be hidden behind early twentierh ccntury 
ttanscripts rooted in group esperience not shared by the researcher? James Scott mciicates thcrc arc 
serious consequences to non-analytical reading of the writings of subordinate groups in n society. 
The theauica! imperati%-es that normally prevail in situations of domination produce a transcript in 
close conformity with how the dominant group would wish to have things appear. 'I'he result is 
that the public transcript is - bamng a crisis - systematically skewed in the direction o f  the libretto, 
the discourse represented by the dominant, In ideological terms the public transcript will, typically, 
by its accomodationist tone, provide convincing evidence for the hegemony of dominanr discourse. 
It is precisely in this public domain where the effects of power relations are most manifest, and any 
analj-sis based exclusively on the public transcript is likeiy to conclude that subordinate p x ~ p s  
endorse the terms of their subordination and are dling, even enthusiastic, partners in that 
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subordination. 
Scott's cautions are valid. How-er ,  it is important for my purposes to understand that there is a 
connection between evidence tbat the Black Press of the twenties seemed d n g  to publicly cndtrrsc 
1" (Of ctmsid;idc-rable interr* are rhe f ~ r m  refaxing to 1967-1972 whcn 0 titles appeared but thcrc. was a surprising rcsurpncc. of 
the b i d  pras shortly airc'i the most rcprcssivc- pe7iOd of the d i t q  regime between 1973.1985 wheil 31 titles came out. 
L%irajj  Damaceno dc Mcirra, ' ~ r m q r c x  Urn Projctc~ da C~~munjcado Afro-Hrasileiro," Kcvista dc (~ulmra V(J&.S 821 
Jm./Jun (1988) : 51. 
mkscegenation and tbc consolidation of racial democracy as the cornerstone of Brazilian national 
identity. 
There are other considerations that must be taken into account in a study of unequal power 
relatims of any type. \.Xfilliam Roseberry says that "words, images, symbols, forms, organizations, 
institutions and movements used by subordinate populations to talk about, understand, confron~, 
accommodate themselves to, or resist their domination are shaped by the process of domination itself." 
Roseberry contends that this shared framework of expression is significant as its power of hegemony is 
stronger than that of any ideology.'" This certainly seems to be the case in Brazil, for as the nationalist 
discourse of the Vargas regime spread through the lower levels of Brazihan society, it became a tool that 
blacks used to protest against Eurcpean immigration. Lttle could they know that as they proclaimed 
thck stahts as Brazilians in contrast to the jore&nness of immigrants, they were participating in the 
fragmentation of the black movement. 
Other relevant avenues of invesugation lie in dorninant/subaltem patterns of behaviour as there 
were sijg-iificant changes in the ways the black press dealt with the dominant social structure during the 
period under study. Paliticization increased afier the emergence of the Fre~te Negra, and public 
discourse became less deferential and more contentious. Demands for educational opportunities and 
access to employment grew more insistent. At the same time, however, there arose considerable 
conflict amongst factions in the black communiiy with regard to "excessive" participation by the Fmte 
in the quasi-fascist Inregrabst group badking Vargas. Thus, black leadership had to constantly adapt, not 
only to the outward demands of a rapidly changing society, but also to those of segments of their own 
conununity. AS a black elite, they were caught in the middle. Still their response in the black press to 
the ideology of racial democraq is evidence of their desire to deal with change and participate in the 
formation of a progressive Brazdian identity. 
From the mulato to the biack press 
O E-x-emplo, the earliest known newspaper witten and published by blacks, appeared in ld92. It 
was published in Porto Alegre in response to the overt racism blacks experienced in the far south of the 
counm-. a region largei~ ~opulated by recent immigrants from E~rope.. '~' Lqthough abolitionists used 
the "'voice of the slave'' to protest slaver)- a decade earlier, there is little evidence that either slaves or 
'2' \Xilliim Krxxbern, '-i Ic-gcmony and rhc language of C ~ n t ~ t i o n , "  Gilbert hi]oscph and Daniel Nugent, eds. Evervday 
Iwrrns of Snrc Ib-mtion (Durham: Duke University, 1994) 361. 
t 1 I~xc~nplo, (Ptorn~ .tlcpc, Rio Gnndc do Sd: Hiblioteca Municipal, 1892). 
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~ ~ P G O J J  participated in their publications."' In addition, the 'mulatto press' of the nineteenth century fitlls 
outside a clear definition o fa  'black press'- published bv b1:tcks to promote black interests - 21s t l u C  
are conflicting interpretauons of its purposes. Flon., for esampie, categorizes it as whites writing under 
the guise of black identity. while hloura argues thzt its umters were m14k1to.c \vho urcre affirming thcv 
distinct status as non-slaws and demanding social mobilih-. Ne\rerd~eless, both ngrec that the 'mul:ltto 
press' did not address the problems of blacks in c-qeral.'lh 
Yet, for my purposes. it is important to digress for a moment to discuss the 'mulatto press' ;is it 
marks the emergence of the notion of mised-race Rrazdian identity, the separation of m~k~fo..r from rrqmr, 
and is a possible indication of the appropriation of m&fo imagery to further elite intcrcsts i n  lhzi l .  
Taking as my argument Flom's position that such titles as 0 f-lomm ~ l p  Cor (lhe hlm of  Coloctr), 0 
Brmleiro l'urdo (The Brown Brazilian), 0 Cn'oulo (The Creole). or 0 M~~lc~ fo  were used to p~ocI:i~tn 
Brazilianness rather than nign'fz~de, I concentrate on the nativistic intent of the 'mul~tto prrss' and its 
relation to abolitionist thought. 
The 'mulatto press' first appeared in 1831 as an offshoot of pamphlets publ~shed earher In the 
hventies to demand that native-born citizens be given preference over foreign-born.'" llccrying thC 
discriminatory attitudes of Portuguese immigrants. the Portuguese emperor who rcsidcd in Hrazil, :tnd 
Portugal the mother country, nativists embraced a mixed-blood identity that struck them as particuliirly 
linked to brasi/ein'&&."' Race increasingly became a political issue as the number or non-whites 
increased. In nineteecth century Brazil, slaves and Liberi'o~. constituted ovenvhclrning tnajoritics In four 
regions: Rio de Janeiro (1840) 719'0, h h a s  Gerais (1836) 73%, SBo I'aulo (1836) 46'10, and I'crnanhuco 
(1839) 68%. Of these totals, libetitos made up respectively 1696, 40•‹h, 20•‹/0, and 44%. ilnd if the frcc 
coioured group was large, it was also the "fastest growing class in nineteenth century Urazdian society." 
White fears of such ovenvhelrmng percentages are obvious in legslation passed by the ncwly 
""-1 I"$ di Esmv was a pubiication for the csprcssion of abolitionist thought. Its white (or whi~~ttc(O wrircrs prc:chh~c.d that 
journdists had a spcrial rr~k in the civilizing of their count'. ;\ Voz do I<scnvo (t'orlo d\lcg~c, R i o  ( ;r;ltldc do  Sill: Arcpivc) 
hlufflcipai, 1881). 
'3 Thomas is lo^, "lbcc and S t d  Contrt~l in Ind~pndcnt Brazil," journal of Iatin American Studies 9.2 (1977) 206 :wil 
M o u q  ijd&tica Radical 152.169. 
1" 'Ihe procc3s of iridc~endcnce from I ~ t r r m p I ,  while pcaccful, inrcnsificd anti-f'c~rtups! scntirncnt z s  it incrcxw.1 I5raziiim 
nationdism. Bradford Hums, 126. 
1" Thomas 1.10~ teils of one patriot who, while di  for the overthrow of I)cm l'edrt, I, wthusiastlcally prc~1a~mc.d ~ h c .  
emperor's young scm - the lily-white Pedro - "a raha like us!" Caha -literally ''god- had taken on ccmncitatit~ns of mlxcd 
bloxl and rural roots and \tias in common popular use. "Racc and Scxial Control ~n Indc~~ndcnt Ihud," 
.\mcncan Studies 9.2 (1977) -3% 
independent monarchy (1822). Different measures of justice applied to whites and "Negroes and 
coloured men," a categorq. viewed as a social problem.12' 
One might assume that abolitionists did not share these fears. Such an assumption, however, does 
nw explain the shjft in elite attitudes that occurred in the Abolitionist movement. Attitudes after 1870 
centred on the benign nature of raciai antagonisms in Brazilian socieq but early emancipationists 
focused their concern on the success of the slave revolt in Haiti in 1804. Brazil too had revolutionary 
movements of slaves from the sixteenth to the late eighteenth c e n t q ,  and fears of race war fueled the 
argpment of some mcmbers of the white elite for the gradual abolition of slavery."' They felt that this 
move wc~uld dxninish the possibility of an reoccurrence of the Haitian experience in Brazil. Others 
a ~ p e d  - for the transformation of slaves into indentured labourers and still others for their deportation to 
Africa. Within this spectrum of reactions, the. theme of mixed racial identity began to 
Since the beginning of the independence movement in 1821, the riV$ with Portugal had opened 
all Ur=ilians. regardless of their colour, to the racial slurs that formed part of Portugal's stereotyped 
image of the rebellious colony. A decade of promiscuously traded insults led inevitably to a blurring 
of the lines behveen rhetoric, race, and nationality, finally forcing all Brazilians into a defensive 
poshlre where a mi-xed racial identiti- had become confused with something like patrioti~m."~ 
Yet, in spite of the emergence of lllived racial identiq-, race itself was a taboo subject dealt with in 
circumspect terms. Atthough political groups on all sides of the crisis after the abdication of Pedro I in 
1831 used the 'mulatto lobby,' this strate@ was adopted to further nationalistic interests. Its use was 
twofold: the number of mz~hfliI'iiberfas in the population furnished considerable political support in spite 
of their limited franchise (only prope@--owners had the vote) and their partial inclusion successfully 
diluted their growkg awareness of the racist nature of Brazilian society. However, while mdzto~/libedo~ 
were useful tools, their needs were not addressed by the 'mulatto Rather, it represented the 
scntirnents of nativists who responded to Portuguese charges that Brazil was a "land of monkeys, 
Negroes and snakes"' bv declaring that Brazilian upper classes were white and the obvious race mixing 
of the rest of the population \\-as not a sign of inferiority. Despite open criticism of the bigotry and 
prejudice of the Portuguese. there were rare referenc, i to racial discrimination as an intrinsic part of the 
social s:rucnlre of Brazilian sociee-. Consequently, the 'mulatto' newspapers stand more as a harbinger 
of rhe notion of &ed-blood identin that became majorin. thought a cenhin later than ns a rctlccticm 
of the aspirations and concerns of blacks tn general."' 
Before returning to discussion of the black press, it is useful to look back at  other tnovenlcnts that, 
unlike the mzfhfo press, more directlv reflect the eslstence of black racial tdenut!. from thc arltc*st !cars 
of Portuguese colonization. In the 17th centun, black slaves f i i t  fortned reli$ou&rotl~erhc~txfs undcr 
the careful eye of the Roman Catholic Church and ruling elites who believed that sl;ivcs w c ~ u l d  be more 
easily controlled X the\- adopted their rulezs' rehgous values and mdrtinns. I Io\\.cver, unbckno\\mst to 
their rulers and owners, Brazhan black brotherhoods, like thcir ancestral equi\&nts in westc.m :\t%c;~, 
served multiple social and politicd purposes within their cornmunity. I~urthermore. the orgiinimtions' 
reltgous basis provided a cloak for the continuation of African religious practice. hfoura iirgllcs that 
while tFe brotherhoods defended black interests legally and openly during slavery, thcir tilost 
consequential work was carried on underground. In his opinion, their true objcctivcs wcrc t o  prwnote 
conspiracy, organise rebellions. slave escapes, and assist access to fugitive slave settlcrnents.'" Whctlicr 
legal or  underground, the fight to secure rights and freedom for slaves continued in to  the nmc*teen~ll 
century and, as a matter of course, the brotherhoods became involved in the abolitior~ist n~ovcmetit.'"' 
The ngmJ who freed themseh-es by escaping or resisted by downing tools and the /ibe&.s who aidctl 
them were fundamental elements of the abolition of slavery in Brazil in 1888. 
The esperience of one group of iiberj'o~~, in particular, offers insight into later attitudes of both b1;iclts 
and whites. In May 1888, a group calling itself the Black Guard swore to uphold thc post-;ibolitiot~;~~y 
ideals of socid reform o f J o i  dc: Pztrocinio and Princess Isd~el."~ I'hc p u p  promotcd racial solidarity 
by not resognising difference; between n e p j  and mzh~os in its fight to mobilize and organiw forn~cr 
'3' hioun's d v s i s  of  thc 1:iddcn t~bjcctivw of  the bro&crhcx.ds may bc ~ L W  tct his position that blacks :~crivcly workcd t o  crrd 
thcir cnslavcmcnt and marginalizsticm using whatever means avdablc. i Ic provides cviciencc th:rr Mrch l~ad rc.;~ctcd to 
s l a v t ~  from the &ginning of co1oni;tl timer;. Iktr example, the 17th-cmtury I~cpul~lic of I'almarcs is thc Ixst-kriowr~ of' the 
W t i v c  slaw settlcmcnts calledQr~/o~nIm,i in Pormpesf. 'ihcrc is ccmsidcrablc oouht atractietf to rhc av:~il:rl)lc ti at:^ cluc to ~ t s  
codonid o w s ;  howcrcr. it b possible at kasr to crcatc an idm of its size and consecjucncc. i t  applrcntly covrrcd :In a m  i ) f  
27.CliK) .yuzrc ki1omctrc-s in the n o r t h ~ ~ t  md dcvrlopd its cconomic and politicd orKankation :dong ilfricitn h : s .  'Ihc 
p~pulatitm was not jmt made up of black, the yrcstncc of whites has I~ccn c~mblishc~l :tnd WLS p r o l ~ ~ l ~ l y  the r ~ s d t  of rnitls 
r i~rwnncn  to incrcrw rqrtnluction in 3 prjlyprnous sptcm. Hy 1697. three of native-born I'aIrnc.ircnses lived irl 
sixtcm viIlagts. 1Istimatt-s of bcmcxm 20 and 30 thousand residents nukc the f2cpblic a ctmtcnder for t t ru  most t i i ~ l i l y  
pctpuiaied region of  R m i l  at  rhe time. This year d w  marked the end of thc largest African colony as it was dcstroycd I J ~  
c o l t 4  ktrce in a masGve attack o r d c d  by thc I'ortupew ikown. Q ~ i l o r n h  p)pulatcd by the dcscentlcnts of slaves still 
cxkr in 3 h- n d  x a s  of Hmil -% >firchelI;Ti-82 and %Sour+ (:haper 4, Brad: 1iajzc.s do IJrr~iwto Nw, (550 brio: 
c;lObd EdiKJGl) 1983. 
'5- Hhck j o u r d k ~  Patrcx5nio [185-&13C)1jhad 'become a symbol of  the :tl>oliuoribt movcmmr lxcause of his jr~wcrfnl writings 
against sh'i'iczy. In the &mce of her fither f'~zircr 11, P n n m s - K e p t  Isahl, a committed ~fntlitionisr, s i p d  the (;~ldc.it 
Jaw which m d t d  Bradkin shvczy in 1888. 
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slaves in opposition to anti- monarchists. Not adverse to violence, the Black Guard saw itself as the 
defender of the Princess, of blacks who had built the nation, and the leader of the struggle to achieve 
equaliry for non-whte members of the population. Others saw them differently. The white press called 
Black Guard members "simple-minded black people secretly orgarused by the white government for its 
own purposes." Reports spoke of the involvement of the Black Guard in attacks and riots as "cid war 
and race hatred." Editorials advised whites not to promote "the armed struggle of the black proletariat 
against the wvhites who sustained and treated the blacks with kindness and patience."'3"ver more 
alarmed warnings against btacks led several black groups to publicly reject the tactics of the Black 
<;uard. Its unfortunate me of violence, and its attachment to political issues that were not of direct 
importance to the black community distanced the Black Guard from the very people they felt they 
represented. At the same t h e ,  it was unable to nmintain support w i h  sectors of the white elite. With 
the triumph of Republican forces and the fall of the monarchy in 1889, the Black Guard disintegrated. 
The failure of the Black Guards' militant effort to confront the issues of race and class discrimination 
"may have caused black Brazilians to seek alternatives to confrontation as paths to socio-economic 
advancement.""" 
The Black Press: an alternative path 
Rather than directly confront the status-quo as the Black Guard had done in the nineteenth century, 
the black press of the early hventieth century at first devoted itself to issues within the black 
community."" To fill the social vacuum caused by deficient coverage of black community affairs by the 
dominant press, small black-run newspapers began to appear. At first, they recorded social events and 
local gossip. After the mid-tumties, as well as commentary on the social activities of the community, 
writers provided educational and moral advice to help their people better their chances in a more 
competitive world. "fie!. said they spoke for negru~- left out of census reports for "whitening" purposes 
between 1900 and 1720 and for brasKm~- being pushed to the sidelines of national life by European 
immigration and racist  though^'^' 
I"' CTnd the 199@, there w a z  m c  mintion of the black press outside specialid acadcmic circles and black ~ r p ~ a t i o n s .  
(:lovis l f o u r ~  in Stritdo$ do T c p  H m i k i r o  204 affms that well-known Hmilian writer Nelson Wmeck Sodrk's 
1 listoy o i  the P r c s  in H w J  publkhcd in 1966. doe3 not register the existcncc of the black press. 
D ~ e s s i n g  for a moment it is important to point out the extent of the economic cscl~won 
experienced b:- the black comrnuntts since the end of slaver)-. Floreatan ikmmdcs c h a ~ m e n s ~ s  
immigration as a social and economic "calamits" for the n e p  and t t l ~ I ~ t o  of the statc of Sio I'iltdo rn 
particular. Kumbers alone demonstrate the enormous unpact of irnrni~fration ti1 thc region: In 1888 
more than 92,086 lmrmgrants arrived.14' They rapidly became the primary workers in thc citv o f  Sio 
Paulo, the industrid capital of the countn-. As early as 1893, imrnipnts nxlde up 10"o of 
manufacturing employees, 8 5 5 O  0 of craftsmen, $1' of transportation \vorkcrs, :tnd 7 1.6" n of  those m 
commercial enterprises. Blacks, thus, were relegxed to chronic unemploymmt and scmonal wcwk \vrth 
!ow wages. By the 1920s. despite waning immigration, this bleak economlc situation had contnttutcd to 
the ge~eral social disorganization of the black communitv as a who1c.l''' 
The origins of the black press lie in the response of black leadership t o  such exclusion, social 
disintegration, and absolute destitution of the black community in the f i t  dccadcs tsf thc new cenrilry. 
Black leaders demanded social reconstruction and a re-evaluation of immiption, encouraged d ~ c  
creation of a cohesive black community, and emphasized the worth of blacks in an em that dec1arc.d 
them inferior. In sum, the message of the black press was very clear: we are proudly black anif wc arc 
proudl~ Brazilian. 
The black of B r d  is Brazilian. ?he fascists [reference: to an Italian newspaper in Sho I'aulol should 
hour  that the mulattos who them so-much have fur~ished Brazil wth illustrious names in 
literature, the sciences and the military who u-ould honour any cisilised c o ~ n t r y . ' ~  
The message was also that blacks were losing thelr previous demograph~c advantage its 
immigrants flooded into the city and thft whitening theories were now classing them as "shameful 
blemishes on the nauond character-" Furthermore, writers warned that discnnlitlator): laws wcrc. 
denring blacks access to ?ugh positions in the government, military forccs, and diplt,matit corps.'" 
Thus, blacks were losing the opportunities of previous centuries when thrm fcW urtth connections had 
been able to calt upon rhe patronage system to secure employment and educational opportun~ties. In 
adiharm- n-in%; rates of' aic~ho5sm~ prostitution, rnendicann and crime among bhcks presented white 
wmcrrtr u ~ t h  m a p  that *f udied-' their stereotpes.'" 
Smal  and recrcatimaf clubs sprang up after I913 to pro.t-ide non-discriminator)- space for 
black s ~ d  acuvtty. Sma8 n m s l r t t a  began to circulate in order to announce activities in some of the 
larf:cf: r,rganization>. -4 h i i t  in the focus of newsletters occurred with the appearance of Cbnin 
r l ' - l ~~or iab  and sm&r newspapers m Siio Paulo in the mid-wenues.'" These were dedicated to the 
&\-cl~~pment of r a d  pride and s~~hdZ&h-.''~ This important phase of the black press is characterised by 
coverage of social events, puntmica1 counse1.19.. pleas for financial support and for racial solidarity. 
f - k t ,  commcmaq on numerous dances, baptisms, weddings, inaugurations, and musical events 
was, in effect, pubhc naxice h t  b k c h  behx-ed sociallj- just as whites did. But more importantly, 
ibnrers focused a g ~ ~ d  dcaf af their attention on the modifkation of the behavior of the black 
con~munitv that mct xith u-hlte disapprod Since blacks had to "act white" or be "whitened" to 
whmx wcial mobility in Brazil, class became the predominant element in the camp* to elevate the 
bhck mrnmumr).. To r~me+- the ''social, intellectual, and material precariousness" of their fellow 
blacks. wntcrs largely concentrated on what t h q  viewed as unacceptable low-class behavior of both 
mcn and \\-omen. Throqhout the tsventies and thirties, columnists alternately harangued and praised 
char readers b!- cnuusing 10ir moral standards while encouraging behavior that would reflect the true 
porenual of the black community. Writers frequently deplored the effect objectionable comportment 
had on the Images whites held of blacks. One commented that if blacks were going to get drunk they 
shcruld do it at home so as not "to shame an entire race" with their  action^.'^' On the 4151 anniversary of 
the abolirion of slaren; Sax-ton Braga ad,jsed blacks to t q  harcjer. If they weren't getting ahead, their 
-. . . 
own !ack ok mruative Q-3s at fault 
X<qm lift up Four head; Iook me in the eye. Come on. \%%at? \Why this sadness? 
Rhy this hu&ty? Why rhis submission? No, nrgm. this is not the right way. You 
are in :-our home. You can step firmly. Look hnw-ad. Speak loudly. \\;hat the 
devil! It's about tame. \*ou have slept too much. You hni-e fooled around ton 
much. Reall?- r o o  much. Noww- kt's go to work. To study- Ixt's take a bath of 
cii-ilizaaon. That's ~ t ,  grab a brush writh enthusiasm. Energetic soap. Essence of 
confidence. _And let's go to school. To universin.. To progress. t Iaven't you heard 
of this thing progress? ... Let's go. This is not Africa and so w\-hat if it were.. . . I t  is 
necessq  to get ahead in life. L a r e  behind your b;trbanc dances. Your songs of 
captix-it)-, of longing of melancholy.. . .Let's go, nqp..''" 
Pride and progress would come from leanng behmd hfncan culture and thc vcstigcs vf slaver\. 
Many writers promoted Chnstzm values as they damned prirmuve African rehgous rites tn hc nuctst of 
wdd drinkmg and dancing. This attitude can be seen as a denial of African culture and c,nghs, thc 
triumph of 'bourgeoiskation' according to Basride. Black writers - tledglitlg members of ;I small 
middle class--echoed the aspirations of the masses: socio-racial ascension. It is evident that to achievr. 
this goal they had to a f f m  upper-class values and maint& distance from bchaviour seen as 
characteristic of lower classes-black, wvhite or broun.'" In other words, tl~c p~rritallical oarure of the 
press in Brazil reflected the incorporation of white middle class values by black writers. 
-1 second characteristic of the black press was its continual struggle to survive. Poverty was thc 
major obstacle to newsletter circulation Readership was small and the production of each edition an 
enormous financial strugs1e.'" Nonetheless, the appeal for support was not simply a tnonetary issue. 
Pleas for solidarity show that the writers' primary aim was to represent and motivate ths bl;tck 
corrmunitr. Howve~rer, as a tiny middle-class minority within an enormous poverty-strickcn majority, 
&el- Faced considerable difficulties in transmitting their own growing racial conscientization t o  their 
fellow blacks. Their message of racial pride confronted the complexes and worries about the f~~turc  bar 
burdened most blacks faced with destitution and dt~crirnination."~ Moura suggests rhat the 
conscientization of a so-called black elite stems from their awareness of the ramifications of racial 
discrimination whereas the black masses simply struggle to stay alive. While 'black elite" is a somewhat 
controversial term in Brazil, it denotes the educated or semi-educated men who took on leadership r c h  
within the black communiq-. Many were civil servants and typographers as these were professions open 
'<) S~xton Bra@, editorid, I x x c  (:nitlo 1:1, 13 May 1929. j 'lhis ncwslcttcr was published f o r  the black communrty 111 Ikio 
1 Io&ontc, Xhas C;clat<.j 
152 1:stimatcs v q  middy but the circulation of I'OZ the Iar~sr ncwspapcr, at its highest prmt of prtxluction was probably undcr 
2,060 copi~s. I nte, 56. 
R+ Pahim Pinto believes that thc Mack community cm the whole suffcrcd greatly from a complcx of t~~fenortty and thcrc 
semed link hope that an>% would c y r ~  change for the bctter. I'ahim I'intc~, 55. 
to non-whites.'" 'Iheir middle-class status had most often been achieved through patronage networks 
left over from slavery- "our protectors, the layers and landowners" in the words of Corriia kite."' 
These leaders fought on two fronts: as blacks they struggled to rouse fellow blacks to shed their feelings 
r)f inferiority and apathy; as black Brazilians they affirmed their own status as new members of the 
middle class. ' ?he linking of these two elements is obvious in their preoccupation with white social 
acceptance. 
Other factors affected the writers of the black press in the first decades of the century. The 
bitter memories of slaver)- u7ere still present and the fight to whiten had begun. As we know, 
predictions wcrc being made that the n ~ m  would disappear or almost disappear by the end of the 
centur).. .ZnJ, most significantly, blacks believed what they were told: there is no racial problem here. 
"And we n";:mJ," said Corrbia Leite, "had to be grateful for this false racial tolerance, this false 
sentimentalism. Nobodv agreed wlth protests and demands." Also, they were constantly reminded that 
I-Zrazil \vas not like the United States where blacks were lynched and had "no rights whatsoever."'j6 But, 
while the black press like the dominant white press reported the lynchings and violence of American 
race relations, it also held up American blacks as models of racial pride for Brazilian blacks.'" 
Assimilation vs. segregation 
0 I'tvgm~q a small newspaper put out by Lino Guedes between 1928 and 1931, offered wide- 
reaching coverage of the V.S. that ranged from comment on the career of josephine Baker, black 
boxing champions, and baby contests to elections, lynching and segregation.'j"e position of blacks in 
I-frwCan society was measured by the position of blacks in the United States. This type of yardstick was 
a way of calling attention to a racial incident in Brazil without havin: , face charges of incitement of 
ti' Xtouci, lliali.tica Kadicd 738. 'Ihc very few womcn ~ v h o  pamcipated mainly held subordinate positions. O f  244 
rcdhbor~tors. 15 wvcre womcn, of whom only one was an editor. Pahim P i t o ,  61. 
'3, ".:c~rrCLl I .&. 196. A1ich;lc.l Mitchell coined the term "opinion elite" to more aptly describe the so-called black elite group 
thnt sought ta cornbar rhc psychological fragmcntatir~n of thdr people as well as thcir economic and social marginalization. 
>litchcll, 153. 
1% In rhc 19") ccntuv, man!. in&ta.i had achieved literan success. Indeed, many of Brazil's most famous writcrs have been 
m~irios. in thc cycs of uppr-chss dmircrs. the l i t e r q  tdcm of a writer such as hlachado de hssis made him an "honourq" 
whirc. .\ssls wzs declared a "<;reek" by diplomat and statesman Joaquirn Nabuco who defended Assis when someone called 
him 3 ~ I L ~ I I ~  In contrast_ I .ino C;ued~, born in 1697 to ex-slaves, was the &st bhck Brazilian writer to declare himself i i g u  as 
2 statcmmt of racd a\v;lrtncss. < ;ucdm usumcd the ctmsequtnces of openly declaring tiis identity as a ngm which led to his 
ncvcr rcrciving public rrwg.flluon of 1% literary talent C;uedes is considered to have introduced ngn'fud to Brazil in the 
19205 wirh his itic+Hnzilbn Iitcmq st+ Osuddo de (Iarnargo, "Iho Guedi3: 90 anos de mcirnmto. B de 
c~qucfimr~~to: '  J o d  dn l ' m k  2- 06 8'. 
racial and social unrest. For example. there had been no schooling f<>r Rr;~zilian blacks sirm :\bolition 
while North--4merican blacks, "persecuted by prejudice, Gght undaunted for thc- XHCs.""" 
Most often, however, -lmerican race relations were held to bc the opposite o i  what blitcli 
miters desired for their country. Rrazll, they said, could be sure that ~t was \veil ahcad of 'culturcd' 
countries when it extinguished colour pre juct i~e .~~~ "Unforh~natc incidcnts" xvcrc bhtned on hrCign 
immigrants unable to understand the ivorhgs  of Brazrlian society. 
Colour prejudice does not encounter fertile ground in Brazil. One or another 
isolated case occurs. However such attitudes do not arise from true race hatred as 
in the United States but rather from the fact that foreipers often refer to tile 
country - in a pejosative sense - as a "country of blacks." "" 
The Bzazilian elite made great efforts to prove to the outside world that I3razil was not a "country 
of blacks." Yet, according to 0 Pro~i~s.ro, these same Brazilians would be procldtning their African 
ancestors during national celebrations. ?'his duality of identity is a constant in Brazilian r : a  rchtions 
and the black press is no esception. Protests against discrimination and prejuclice artb intcrspcrscd with 
glowing descriptions of Brazilian integration with its fraternalism and n c e  ~nixing. 
Comparison with the segregation and violence of r\merican race relations sen~ccl t o  affirm tllc 
superiority of the Brazilian racial system. Freyre's thesis of racial assimilation bccamc the backbotic of 
Brazilian identity because assimilation seemed the only alternative to the American exampic of racial 
violence and hatred "Racial cooperation" and the fact that so many blacks had occupied "pos~tions of 
prominence and confidence" in Brazil were compared to "a new wave of hatred, anger, prcjttdicc [thatj 
is sweeping over the great North American nation." Writers affirmed that the camp;ugti ag~inst 
Llmerican blacks was worsening to the point where "the black is below the lowcst level o f  anitnal,""" 
More evidence of the adoption of assimilauonist thought is the acceptarlce of the &a that thc 
disappearance of blacks was a solution to racial problems. One Brazilian black author dcchrcd Hrazilian 
assimilation an "enormous ad\-antage" that Brazil had over the 'Yankee civilisation." 
l 'he United States - in spite of this vigourous campaign against the 14ack, in spite o f  
this ever-growing race hatred - has to deal with a huge black dot that hinders its 
circulatory cidising system.. ..%%ere the collaboration of blacks is considered 
IT' I f o r i c i o  Cunha, 0 I'rrtmctssr, 1,23 1unc 1928.1. 
'aJ ( ) i'romes% r 9.24 kb .  193.1. 
1" () l'rtmcsso 35, -\pd 1931,2. 
0 Prcmsso 9 24 Feb 1929, ? . 
negative, the black isolates himself, creates his own individual identity and 
c~vilisation within the alien civilisation. So, for this reason, the black problem is 
considered the worst problem in the United States. Brazil, open to all races and 
accepting the black the way it did, has solved the racial problem in a very simple 
way. llhe black is disappearing, he is deep in the process of fusion after having 
participated tntenscly in the material and moral grandeur of thiz country. This is 
w h ~  we do not admire them . . . we have enormous advantages.. . . I6 '  
Moreover, The CC~ugn Dejktzder and other American black newspapers assured Brazilian black writers 
that Brazilians were on the right track. Miscegenation was a positive process.la In contrast to dominant 
white supremacist views, this black American's support for race-mtxing is significant evidence that 
assimilation represented the "liberal" thought of the time 
Brazil offers a present and f is t  hand evidence of the solution of the race problem 
by intermarriage. This esample  ill not be lost on the American Negro. To  him it 
is becoming plainer and plainer that the longer he remains a group within a group, 
the longer will the stronger group prey upon the weaker and less numerous. Far 
from admitting that miscegenation produces an offspring inferior to either, the 
conviction is spreading, founded on experience, that such offspring are wise and 
s tronger.I6' 
Undoubtedlv, the support of North American blacks was an influence on Brazilian black 
writers' acceptance of assimilation through miscegenation, but the most important influence was 
national. Patriotism was paramount in their struggle to deal with the massive immigration that so 
directly affected them. Criticism of discriminatoq practices served as an opportunity to stress the 
Ioyalty of "true" Brazhns who had lived toge~ler for centuries before the Europeans brought racial 
prejudice into the country. They also stressed their contribution to the formation of the Brazfian 
people. Such nationalistic feelings grew as the black movement evolved through the efforts of writers 
EkeJosi Corr6a LQte of Chnh dl-1hora& to contest the growing refiasal of ruling elites to consider race 
an issue of any significance in Brazil. In 1928 his group began to organise a Black Youth Congress in 
Sio Pado. The news caused enormous repercussions and the Congress was called "a provocation by 
ncial agitators" by city newspapers. Planning the Congress acted as a catalyst to draw together diverse 
factions in the black cornmunip- as o r w s e r s  who realized its potential significance approached blacks 
I"' h v ~ d ! .  f 1~4wig. ".I Sew 1;rrrnrii~ in a hcial Pmdlse Robat S. Atbbc>tt's Hnzilian Drwm," I,usd3razilian Review 25.1 
(19% 59-6- 2nd "Oppumnitk in Bra& South .imaicar~ Co~mtq Offers First Hand Knowledge of the Solving of the 
KXC Qurstkrn." Mtimilrc- . \ f r o - . + r n ~ e  January 29,1916 ctd. In .\frican A\mcxican Reflections on Brazil's Racial Paradise 
(1'hiLzdckht;L- Temple Vnkcxsig PnxJ992) 36. 
in th? professional world. Some declined to pamcipate but those \\.ho accepted helped puliticizc :hc 
black mox-ement and later became the leaders of the F h f z  Sqqnz. 
A Frente Negra 
B d t  in 1931 on the foundations of the previous nex-spapers. associations and tlic 
organizational process of the Sqv Youth Congess, the I;m/fr Syii fJ11~iii~1lil (FNl3) \\.as an avrmdy 
political organization that pushed for equalitv. Its leadership ~k-idcned the scope of  actnF~stn to iacludt. a 
militia, a newspaper launched in 1933 and eventually, a political party in 1936. 13y 1937 it had att~lctctl 
as many as 200,000 members.'& The vitalitv and respectabilit) of the Pirnf~ nlatic i t  a centralizing I;)rcc 
in the initial bringing together of diverse currents in the bhck conmmunit~. 'Ihc politicization o f  thc 
black movement \%-as econd only to ,ibohtion in importance to blacks in 
The increase in blacks' enthusiasm for politics grewr from their involvetncnt in Varps's 1930 
presidential campaign. Indeed, plans for the Youth Congress were superseded by this involvcrr~cnt :\nd 
also by the grave consequences of the international economic crisis of 1929. hIost Hrazili;uls werc 
affected by the fail of the price of coffer, the mainstay of the econony. But the black community was 
even more viulnerable to h a n d  instabiliv and they sank ever deeper into poverty. Vargas scemcd 
their only hope. He lost the election, but with military backing managed to wrest power from the 
traditional rural-based elites who had dominated Brazilian politics since the times of slmivcry. 1;or the 
first time in Brazilian histon-. a government included the masses in the political process. Hlack 
leadership in S5o Paulo viewed the lTargas takeover as a long-awaited opportunity for blacLs t o  
collaborate in the transformation of Brazilian society. 
It was not just a time to get on with the future, hut also to settle accounts with the past. 
Corr& M e ,  in the Chnh rl'4lu~r&, declared that there was "enormous joy to see that b:rnd of 
families of slare oimers swept from power."'* His group resolved to launch an ideological offensive t o  
adrmce the cause of blacks and the Frente plotted its course in a spirit of hope. 'I'heir expectation was 
remarkable and the mainsneam ahire press that had largely ipored the black population up to this 
point, 'began to pay attention. 
1% Ihc~e  are conuadictory csrhn;ltc5 o F  rfrr rncmbc.zshp Totals range from 8,000 to 2IXl,iMI. 'Ihc I Y q  tstirn~ted IfH),(HX) in 
1931 and 12cmande rcfcm to ~ ~ 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0  (33rrcia Ix4tc was v c c  skc~ticai of this last fyar~ W.hrcvcr the t i ~ t f  nurnkrs rnight 
haw b c x ~  rhe poinr is h t  rnmbcr&ip grew very fmr and the 1;rttnr was largcr than any previous bhck orpnizatior~. Pahim 
lktu, 91. 
Last night's meeting was truly noteworthy, both in terms of attendance, which was 
enormous, and of the speeches given .... One visiblv feels the awakening of a 
nat;cmaf consciousnrss among the black Brazilians, driving them toward more direct 
participauon in the social and political life of the country.'6" 
-4 participant in one af the meetings recalled many years later that "blacks wanted to participate 
kxcause they felt &themselves ro be the greatest beneficiaries of the revolution [of 1930]. The slavocracy 
had k e n  deposed from power-the men who had always scorned 2nd despised blacks. Now it was 
tune for blacks to take part-""' Black leaders were amazed at the outpouring of enthusiasm and 
wondered what their own response to it should be. 
'4.0 bcpt, the)- nominated blacks for public office. In spite of a whirlwind of activity, however, with 
volunteers working day and night to put up posters during the 1933 campaign for Siio Paulo city 
counc4 the Frenfe candidate, _-lirlindo Veiga dos Santos, did not win. Neither did any other black 
candidate. rtlthough the black vote was certainly affected by literacy requirements and the clientelistic 
manipulation of rural rorers by landowners, the main reason the Frentte failed to mobilise blacks 
pt>liticallp lies within the organisation itself. In its first months of existence, the Frente had attracted a 
\bide range of  supporters from the black community, but the organization had very quickly shifted its 
focus to align itself with the fascist Integralist movement, thereby alienating a large pomon of the black 
comntunitv. Corrkia Leire, for example, considered the embracing of Intgraksmo or patrianovlsmo as Ihe 
death knell of the black mo~-ernent.'~' 
Arlindo t'eiga dos Santos was the most prominent leader of the FNB to adopt Vargas's 
concept of ptric~noriino. a nationalistic and authoritarian ideology adapted from European fascism. An 
uninformed admirer of Hitier's racial ideology, ,Irlindo saw the creation of a new race as part of the 
cclristruction of a nm- nauonal political structure. Arlindo was not sirnply expounding a type of 
Brazilian n&d~t&, but rather the emergence of a new people &om the past shared experience and blood 
of blacks, aboriginals and \&ires. These three groups had formed the matrix which would result in one 
brown Brazilian nce. Racism would gradually decrease as Catholicism, monarchism, and 
authoritarianism took root and became the dominant political vaIues.'" 
Ct~rrC3.x 1 lire tdks t~ih rw&ckm to the black rnm-mtmr &ng on any political f@t other than th& own throughout his 
mcnarii of thc bhcli press. -Usn .ur. R d  .\ndrcu-s, "Hlack I'rotest" 314-5. 
\fewr~, .\ IWCtiCJ & d i d  185-196. 
-is we how,  he XI-as not promoting an origind idea. Nnti\.ists had expounded thc, notion of 
me~-figo identin- as Bradimness a centun before. and this belief appe:~rrii in eciitcm:d ctmimcnt in b l ~ k  
publications throughout the 1930s. Nor \\-as h e  idea of "a nc.\%- race" luluted to a Hmzllinri context. 
During the same period. AIexicm intellectual, JosP Vasconcelos, \\.as presenting his thesis of t r w t t l .  r u e .  
the racial amalgamation of all the groups in hlesi~o.'~: In the Uited Statcs, 1;ranz h a s  s t ~ ~ e s r c d  that 
miscegenation presented a possible solution to the iberican racial problem. Clc:irly. lircyrc's tiotlon of 
mixed-race identity was neither an original idea nor esclusivel~ an elite one. 
Summing up, Lye see that the black press passed through three stages of  development. 'I'hc 
first occurred in the early decades of the centun- when very small newsletters rc.portcd on the soctal 
affairs of the black communitv. Thev carried news of wedcGngs, baptisms, hnerds, and other exrCnls 
that were ignored by the dominant press of the day. The second stage emerged in the 1920s with 
editors such as Josi Corrkia Leite taking on the role of demanding respect for blacks u~ a rapicily 
changing society. Leite's newspaper 0 Claim d'~Ut,oradcr was parucularly vocal in the tight to gain 
recogrkion of the contribution blacks had made to the formation of Brazilian society. 't'hc escluswm of 
black Brazilians was contrasted to the favourkm being shown to European imn~igrants. Until the 
1930s. the newspapers struggled against severe Gnancial difficulties and the apathy of the majority of lhc 
black community. This began to change with the third stage of the black press which es~steci bctwccrt 
1933 and 1937. The press became more combative and politicked as it gaincd significant numbers of 
supporters many of whom were supporters of Vargas. A new erz seemed to hold the pronnse of a 
better life for the black cornrnuniq In this climate of optxnism, one person, ~n particular, mcnts 
asention for his role is significant as a founder of the Frer~~e Yigra nd an editorialist of :l 1 di Ri~pi, 
irs newspaper. 
In the nest chapter my attention is on k h d o  Veiga dos Santos-passionate supporter of 
fascist political ideals, yet constant defender of the black community against discrimin:ition sncl 
exclusion. In many ways, the duality of his personality is a clear illustration o f  thc cfilemma of a 
community beset by forces that worked against the formation of racial solidarity. I low could solidarity 
emerge when the middle-class urban blacks-poor but educated-who tan black organisations 
articulated their views in a manner not shared by the impoverished and oppressed rrajority? A very 
small number of relatively better off blacks fought for racial awareness in the midst of an overwhelming 
majority of extremely poor blacks fghting simply to sunlve."' 
Critics have categorized Xrlindo as one of a group of black intellectuals who wholeheartedly 
adopted the "discourse, patterns, norms and rules" of dominant white society. This group, they argue, 
made no attempt to help the black community as a whole develop its identity and Arlindo is singled out 
as an example of the gzp between the hvo elements of the community. Adindo Veiga dos Santos used 
radical racial discourse to express his "white, elitist, and conservative interi~r.""' Yet Veiga dos Santos 
mainrained that his principal goal was to solve racial problems within a nationalism based on fascist 
ideals. The adoption of the slogan "God, Country, Family and Race" as the masthead of A Vop h &fa 
is indicative of its identification with the Brazhan Integrahst group whose slogan was "God, Country 
and Family." Through his editorials in 1,'q uh Raga we see the d&iculties of communication between 
opposing groups of black leadership and in turn their relationship with the masses. In addition, we trace 
the dissemination of nationalistic ideology in the black community. 
1itc.r .\t#ditim, atttmpts t o  "rchabili~~t~" black exprimce of resistance to slavery through music, rehgion and language 
k s m c -  morc mtrictcd to a s d  minority of- 'cuitud blacks. Moura, ;\ IIIalPtica Radid  193. 
'-"ftmrx .\ t h k i c a  K;tdid  IS-189.193. 
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ONLY WE, THE NEGROS OF BRAZIL, KNOW WHAT IT IS TO FEEL COLOUR 
PREJUDICE'7" 
A Voz da R q a  
From the &st Issue of -4 16; dlr Kap in March, 1933, there 1s a visiblc chmgr in the kmls of 
the black p res~ ."~  Only rarely are North ;\mencan race relauons used as terms of  refcrencc fc)r 
Brazilian racial djmunics; rather, emphasis is put on the patriotic /htii/einchde of thc black elemetit of the 
population. Arlindo zealously embraced nationalism and it became the rallying cry of his ilcnTspaper, 8 1  
T,'oz n'a Kaj.a.l7* T o  suggestions that the "black" north should be separate from the "white" south, 
-hlindo argued for uniq-, stating that "we are family." 
\Ve want union with all Brazilians. black and white, with no clistincuons as to colour, 
politics, religior? or  belief. If we have been kept out of the political arena, the blamc 
must fall squarely on the shoulders of the so-called Brazilian aristocracy who were 
ashamed of their own descent, so they pushed us out by granting concessions t o  
foreigners. We were displaced even in agriculture. Our fight is clear. W c  want our 
complete social and economic emancipation. We blacks want to be involved in 
every &scussion on nationalism that is held by our white b r~ thers . '~"  
The argument for inclusion runs throughout the years of publication of . e l  Irk?. With variations, 
lirlindo Veiga dos Santos and other writers use it to thread together the principal objectives of thc 
newspaper and the F ~ n t e  ~Y<~gna: 
1. T o  afiirm the wvillingness of blacks to participate in the construction of a ncw nationality based o n  
integration and assimilation and at the same tinle express adamant support for Vargls. 
'7" 'I'akcn from masthtd of .\ \:ox cia Raca during its years of publication, 1933-1937. '"lhere is rio prejudice says the white, 
well. paint youfieif black and gr, out into the street In 72 hours you will have changd your nlintl" was printed Ixlr>w. 
l z  .\ \=crx da Kaca 1.1 March 18 1933,l. 
w A Voz da Kaca became the most successful of the black newspapers that h d  stniggkd to survivc. in  a Iqcfy illitcntc* 
cc;mmuniv, its circulation was bctwcen 1,000 and 1,500 copics. In addititm, it counted on a fixed group of writcrs ant1 
volunteers. "Xa Imprensa I%= a luta constante pek afirmaqiio da rap," Imprensa Hrailcira 3:3 Scpmbcr 10, (1 988) 9. 
2. . J ' o  reject assumptions of racial inferiori? or superiority and denounce discrimination and prejudce. 
3. 1'0 a f f m  the leadership role of the Fnnfe, a self-declared sodo-political organization. 
4. ?'o gain recognition of the founding role of blacks in Brazilian history. 
5. '1'0 inculcate pride in the black population. 
6. '1.0 provide educational opportunities and other benefits to the black community.'"' 
'I'he first two purposes are the crux of rirlindo's struggle for +hts and recognition and merit 
our full attention. SrAl, it is of utmost importance to look first at his role as editor of the newspaper of 
the major black organization he had helped found. Although much of his writing is concerned with 
rebuttals to white critics, it was also aimed at persuadmg the outside community that the leaders of the 
I;NB were dedicated to eradicating socially unacceptable behaviour within the black community. 
:!rlindo frequently directed his editorials from an intellectual hgh ground of moral superiority over the 
black population as a whole; he was .very confident that the FNB leadership represented all blacks. The 
law had liberated slares but had not taken the trouble to elevate them mentally and morally, and the 
f;NR proposed to take on the task of doing what the "government doesn't want to or cannot do." 
Arlindo further declared, "our aim is to instruct and civilize; we will teach the most modem notions of 
hygiene fhe was a proponent of Eugenics] and inst3 patriotism."'lx' To allay white fears of a large black 
ctrgtnization, he assured ansious whites that ''we are not here to cultivate race hatred but to combat it 
with healthy measures of order. The FN13 has had to fght against the 'mah ~'osttimes' pad habits or 
bchaviour] of blacks."'lx' It is within this assertion of moral leadership that we begin to see the defensive 
stance thc FNB took to deal with dominant press charges of racial incitement. 
They say that the actions of the FNB may bring to Brazil a question that has not 
esisted here before and may result in racial &vision. We are preaching nothing of 
the sort. lX"at x e  want is to always be at the side of our white brothers in all areas 
of activity, especially those that affect our nationality. We want a Brazil that is 
strong with the unit)- of all....[here he again puts the blame on the 
"ark tocraq"]. . ..The nqm is tired; no one is more Brazilian than the negm, Brazilian 
for 400 years.. ..We, the directors of the FNB, are here to declare and affirm these 
'+' .\ \'w ria R+I 1.2, .\larch 25 1933.2. \'tip dos Santos declared in issue 3, April 1933 that 1:ugcnics was the solution to the 
: I ~ ~ ; I I  contiiuons in rhc ciiy of S5o i'dilo. "iiugcnics! I'ugenics for the grandcur of the Race! Lhgenics! The reader is 
rcmindcd thx I lugcnics ttwk tm ZI meaning of  sanitation and moral improvement in Brazil; it did not have the same emphasis 
on "breeding" 3s in 1Curopc md Sorrh .\meria 
truths that must be said as thousands of ii5qrv.t. do not know them and judge 
themselx-es inferior to other groups simply because of their pignwnti~tion. 1 this 
with auth0rit.c- because I hare taken care to closel!. stud!. the ment:tli~ o f  our 
Thus, we see the role of the FNB as an intellectual group that \\,auld Icad its peoplt. to their 
righthl place in Brazilian souen-. Howex-er, the position of black intellectuals in Sc~zil \\-as :~n~biguotts 
as they felt they were caught between two worlds. X colleague of I'eip dos Santos, I Iumbcwo (impos,  
cited the words of a black character from a novel to illustrate the difficulties faced by black I~i~clcrshtp. 
The tragedy of the black begins when he like me acquires the right to frcqucnt thosc 
places where people of my race only open doors, receive hats or accept tips. I am :I 
doctor and I am a n e p .  I feel more intensely each day the realit).. 'l'he nqtn  
umti~urzo isolated himself and created in his midst a black aristocracy."" 
In Brazil, black intellectuals were not comfortable in black circles or acceptcd in ttw whitc clitc. 
Campos' character went on to complain that there was no solidarity in Brazil, that blacks would no t  gel 
together to change things. The frustrated intellectu~l, Arlindo Veiga dos Santos. protested that thc I'o~o 
(the people) only thought about having a good time and he said that, for thls reason, they would never 
be able to get ahead.'" Me thought it would be a miracle if ten million blacks were ablc to shake o f f  
their "apathy and me&ocricH to join together to reverse the effects of the monarchy's refusal to hclp 
blacks after abolition.lU6 16s pessimism is clear. Upon losing hs bid for local office in 1933, he decl:~red 
bitterly, "the bhck has become the enemy of the black."'" In spite of his frustration with the I'OIKJ, 
however, his ambitions were most seriously compromised by a lack of support from othcr 1e:ding 
members of the black community. 
From the beginnings of the FNB, Xrlindo, as president, had confronted the animosity of black 
leaders who protested his use of the organization as a vehcle for his own political beliefs. In 1931 Josh 
Corr& Leite restgned after arguing wlth dos Santos over the IntcgraLst tone of the Statutes of thc I ;rtn/c 
xYep. 
1 p,c-ite] went home and wrote a letter of resignation from the F'NB Council and in 
it I esplaincd that I was against the political ideas of the president, especially those 
absurd ones of restoring the monarchy. I put forth my position of not mislng 
. . . . p l ' t ~ c a !  connctions with the black movement. I respect others' politics just as they 
should respzct mine. But within the black movement nobody should impose their 
political ideas.!xx 
In Corri-ia I~ite 's  memoirs of the development of the black movement in the twenties and thirties, 
he frequently refers to the "se:lu-fascist" tendencies of the Fmnte iVtgra. When dos Santos called on 
blacks in 1933 to enlist in the militia organized by the FNB, Corriia Leite criticised its close abnce  with 
national Inregralists. 
[Some blacks thought] that the Integrahst Action group was going to solve the 
problem of blacks ....I therefore ignoring that] the black problem is the problem of 
Ihcks. It is not a question of paternalism, of needing anyone. Integralists speak of 
integration but in a general sense. They do not speak specifically of the black as we 
do. 'I'o us the probiem is specific. I, for example, have always spoken against party 
affiliation whether left or right. As blacks our question is separate; it is ours. We 
have fought to make blacks aware that they can defend their own cause and not 
have to depend on others to do it for them."" 
Corrtia Ixite's home w s  ransacked after his denunciation of t7eiga dos Santos. Trus incident 
received coverage in mainstream newspapers and resulted iq a sngnificant loss of prestige for the Fk te  
A r p .  Factionalism was a serere problem for the organization which underwent six major disputes 
during its seven years of e~istence.'~' 3fuch of the divergence hmged on Corrtia's theme: the Fnnte had 
become a fascist organization that had little relation to the interests of the black population. 
Indeed, on one occasion, Arlindo wrote blaming "Jewish bosses and foreigners" for some 
particular occurrence and later went to the extreme of expressing admiration for Hider in his editorials. 
Even after being advised of Hider's hatred of non-AN-am, iirlindo did fiot desist. 
\Thar do wc care if Hder  does not want black blood in his land. The New 
Ckrmany takes pride in its Race. We too, we Brazilians, we have a Race. We do not 
want to know a b u t  An-am. We want a Brzzil negro and me.stip that has never and 
will never betra?- the Nation.. .Viva Brazil - Nationalist and Chri~tian.'~' 
PTargas is] rhe most rcspecred man in n-horn the Brazilian peoplc put ;dl rhcir trust, 
the only possible saviour of this 'great countn Brazil. If you are a irivnd the 
present illustrious chief of the Nation, vou are n friend and mcrit thc respcrt of thc 
National Black People.. .Despite discrimination, it  is no\v a little better. K ' c  must 
work to keep a gra: man like l'argas.'"' 
In his drive to consohdate the pou-cr neccssan t o  "modemwe" the counim, \ 'arps prontotid 
strong nationzl uniiicauon and a radical assimliam~c process for tmnxgrants. i n  t 9'38 I'r p n w d  i t  1 , ~ .  
forbid- "alien" teachers and rhe use of hnguages other than I'ortuppex tn schools t ( >  co~nbat the 
growing d c m a n c e  of German m the south.""Th~s pohcy, 111 parucular, cimlimwci -\rhrtdr>',s Ix.ltc.l* t l ~  
- XTarps was an ally h his  oux 6ght aganst foregners and also that I'argas' assrrrtlative Inmsures wt tttld 
improve the lot of black in Brazilian society. 
As my interest lies manlv in the role Arlindo Vcip dos Santos playecl in the fortn:ttion of 
identity in the black community, I focus less on his evaluation of the foreign clement ;ind more o n  his 
view of assimilation. However, both elements are reflected in his unwaverir~~ support for the notion of' 
one merged racial identity. In his editorials, .;lrlindo brandished thc theme of  miscd-1,lootl iclentity 10 
accuse immigrants of bringing d i s h a t i o n  to Brad. 
What would have happened to our Brazil if wc had affirmed our raw - ho i d o  
rtgi-o - instead of making our National liomc into an ~nternat~orlal met-trng 
place.. .in which any foreigner who arrived vesterday has rights t o  order the ri-st ot 
us around? &hat would Brazil be todav if our Hlack Periplc. had l i c i t  always Imw 
negated and \\-ho--while the banquet was being prepared for the ~rnm~g~mls--wcrc. 
on the margins of nat i~nal  Life ceding their place to all the opportunists who just 
touched land? ?his mania that innumerable imbcciIcs have of wanung to turn the 
Brazilian Sation into an - 4 q - a ~  people is des r ropg  the IClrs lt-lr~fif'rl [Mixed Kaccj 
that is Brazil. Why then don't we alwavs affirm our im-inch-nqp Race as 11 was and 
continues to be - something new and superb in the worl J'"' 
llrl 13r~zd" which, in his r~pinion. was a fraternd counm free from pem- prejudices and one in which 
trIa~c1.1.; and whites \sere "'brrjrhc~s.'"" 'fie publication of historq. books that showed rhe historical 
partiripatirm of blacks 1n a more positire lwhr proved his point. In June 1933, Xrlindo recommended 
jcsic, Kit>eirc,'s f i&&ii do Hril.+i as a book &at ~ h o ~ i d  be consulted by &orant foreigners who h e w  
nothing of the rcjk of f~lacks in the fornuon of the counq. By August of 1933, it was apparently 
I%eyre7s bock C&rl (,rundc P . F ? n p h ~  that came under rmiew. LUth~ugh not identified, a d * .  rship seems 
c ~ h v i c m  ro anyone familiar aith Freyre3s lvork. --1LE.lindo the chroniclers of the colonial period 
and rhe nineteenth ccnrurr xsho recognized the value of the negm in the formation of the Rrazllian 
poplt.. I fe reviewed €he argument presented in the unidentified book 
-the sla\*c-, in spire c~f  \-ices, functioned as a social factor, rnotElymg our habits and 
customs. -ihc m p  was a robust civilising agent. hfiscegenauon modified the 
relationships tx-wen master and slave thus "swveetening" our customs and 
producing the ncexiii;-o \rho no\%- makes up the bulk of the To a certain 
c!egrcc, i t  I s  a ! s  responsible f ix the beauty of our ~eople.  S d  today there are the 
prettiest Tpes of our women who are these ade ,  strong and smart girls with 
"swretly" brcm-ncd foreheads, black eves, and heads of full black hair.'" 
Irondlv, as hreran- production increased its coverage of the role of the black in the formation 
of hizd,  thc black prc-ss t7t'gm to fdrer. C)r-er tfte next Tear or so, -4 I '0; & &+-I appeared sporadically. 
.\fier a gap of four and a half months m 1935, -Irlindo re-appeared to praise the organization of the 
.ifro-f3rdim Congas  heid m 1931, an event he was sure would go a long way tom-ards development 
ctf awareness of  the rdur  of the black race. -is previously mentioned, this congress was organised by 
I-reyrc-. Its treatment c z i  G r q m  Cim-ii~'im was h t e d  to studies of folklore, linguistics, "ethno-psychiatric" 
reports. histones of sla~-m. a b l d  fipe stud!- that "scienti6callv" prox-ed there xvere minimal numbers 
of '.piire'' bkKks in the population and so on. There was not one on the contemporary phght of 
Hacks m Rmzd.'"' Coimxn- to -hindo's hopes, the images of blacks that were propagated by the 
f :on*grt-sa were stntic and folkloric; thet- c e d ~ -  \\ ere not image of feHow citizens in dire need of equal 
f r a  tmt-nr. 
-4 1 '0; struggled on. Only SLY Issues came out m 1935. In early 1936. ,\rhrdo \\.artwd of the 
dangers of follo\vhg -'whirenmg" theories that \vould "ani~hllate" blacks and pleaded for siqqxwt isom 
 he ott ts~le cornmume-. 
If the authorities n-ould only recognise thr value of the programs of the 1;NH in rile 
improvement of the Black Race - peopie dress better, have better manners. S u  t we 
wait in vain. The!- don't understand. God help the Frt'utt iYipz Btzz~~i/eirir!"~ 
A\rlindo \\-as not to contribute to --I 1 '0; for almost a year after his dcsperatc c v  for rt.cognition. 
During his absence, other writers lamented the lack of sohdanty that was blocking any progress. "\\l'iikc 
up your intelligence," &el- told fellow blacks, "with education and good tnanners we can cwrrccmt~." 
The year of 1936 was not auspicious for the FNB. Three imporrant leaders died and the cornmurut); 
was not raking to the K B 5  c d  for unity. Nonetheless, rlrlindo's return to tbc t'rc~nt page oS:I I bp i r ~  
+April of 1937 was marked b; renewed optimism that blacks would cvcntually w n  recognition anit 
inclusion. Once again he acclaimed publications that were focusing on the contnbutmn of blacks in the 
construction of the coun-q-. As before, he did not idenub the authors, but it is clear he was scferring to 
Freyre7s message of positive mscegenation. ;klindo celebrated the return of o trqm bm.r~leirv t o  thc 
nationd scene. 
Today there is serious literature that has moved away from the racist romanticism o f  
the past to enter the rich field of observation of reality in a sociological dissection of 
our national situation of miscegenation. ..that namcs the African elcrncnt and has 
resulted in a glorification of the uuth and, finally, the national rehahilitadon of tttc 
sons of Henrique Dias.'" 
In _blindo7s opinion, the sociolo@cal affmation of the value of blacks stood as a find 
condemnation of the "hollow scientifism" of the past Congratulauons were due all thosr "flerocs of' 
the great campaign" that was underway in Brazil to incorporate black culture. 'lhis inclus~on woultl also 
mean the realization of the potential of his people. IIis optirnism allowed him to soften his previous 
- .  position on mumgrants and include them as the most recent &men t in the process of  racial formation. 
He now declared that the F m f ?  S-qr- had the support and respect o f  all Brazilians, " it  is the largest and 
best black organization ever and there are no more factional  split^."^" He continued to affirm his belief 
that change was in the air. 
I ie was right, but the change that occurred was not what he anticipated. On November 10, 
1937, Vargas dcclared the E J - ~ L I ~  iY6.w (New State) and closed parliament, all political parties, and other 
institutions. 'i%e Fren~e lYep was shut down because, in Vargas' mind, black social and educational 
movements were promoting class conflict. The black movement lost its principal voice when, in spite 
of ArIkdo's efforts to keep A l/o? h Rap going, the newspaper closed down. 0 Ckzn'm dXlvorah 
continued publishing, and in 1940 its editor Corr&a Leite spoke of the end of the black movement. 
A ftcr Vargas's decree, he said, black leaders began to see the futility of their strugle. As long as blacks 
promoted recreational ac&ities, t h e  had no problem with the government and, in their minds, this 
made racial solidarity seem unnecessq. 
[Blacks are] xxlthout racial unity, illiterate, in 75 per cent of cases without legally 
constitutcd families crcdulous of their own destiny, keeping as flags the loud colours 
of the carnival costumes of the groups and as shields, the tambourine and the 
L ' I I ~ ' ~ . .  And the n e p ,  what can we say? Only that he founded some societies with 
suggestive titles and programs full of pretty words that are 'gone with the wind.' 
Some, well intenuoned, others just attempting to exploit the unlettered masses, 
putting their own interests over collective interests, creating politics from race. 
Tnstead of unifving and strengthening [the movement] it just fed prejudices, acted as 
a divisive instrument that brought the [movement] down in the eyes of whites. Poor 
Race!. . .incapable of adapting to the dynamic and progressive era we live in.20' 
Corrkia's heartfelt statement reflects enormous frustration stemming from the failure of black 
Imdership's long stntggle for racial solidarity. Std, his reproach was misdirected He blamed the black 
community for its own phght, but the developers of campaign to create and sustain racial solidarity 
encountered far more fundamental reasons outside the black community for their failure. 
CONCLUSION: WE ARE BRAZILIAN. 
Ideology should not be thought of as an extra or "biased" aspect of life which, once 
identified can be removed as "false," but as a routine, everyday product of social 
relations and lix-ed e~~erience.'~' 
Answers to the question of why black iden t i~  disappeared within the largcr identity o f  f~~tzu.ileitidtd! 
in the 1930s lie in the political ideology of the period. Before all political organizations were closed in 
1937, A KO? dz Rai.u, the largest of the black newspapers, shifted its focus on thc dt.vclopmtlt~t o f  black 
solidarity within the black community to the pressing need of black support for Vargas. I Ic was the 
long-awaited leader whose call for national unity promised all Brazilians a better life. His trcmencions 
popularity amongst the poor and his emphasis on one Brazilian identity meant that thc black 
leadership's call for racial solidarity was doomed. It is clear that there is a close relationship bctwcen the 
national acceptance of Freyre's thesis of racial democracy and the abandonment of black pcrspcctives of 
urnenship as expressed in the black press. Perhaps the most damaging aspect of racial dcmocracy to 
non-whites has been its basic premise that racial prejudice was a foreign concept and riot a Rrazilian 
one. And the image of a national identi? based on cordial social relations among all lcvels of: socicty 
irregardless of racial and class origins has camouflaged the inequities of a hierarchical system that had 
evolved during slavery. Thus, racial democraq convinced most blacks that assirnilation was tlicir only 
avenue for social mob&$. 
Intellectuals and Ideology 
Racial democracy was the product of a dscourse of one identity, racial harmony, and shared 
traditions attributed to the wo& of intellectuals during the Vargas regme. Ihring this pcriod, writers 
and scholars from the elite class wrote estensivel~ on the topic of national identity in an attempt tn 
overcome the international stigma artached to their mixed-blood society. On the defensive, thcy sought 
to validate their nationalin- within a social system deeply rooted in a widespread system of slavery that 
had h e n  abolished only forty years Thus, it comes as no surprise that Gilberto Freyre's 
txrtnsiw exploration of frmr hundred years of life in the Casa Grand caught the imagination of his 
fellow elites. More significandy, it.; positive interpretations of miscegenation suited the ambitions of a 
jmwerfu1 president who saw in Freyre's version of Brazilian racial and social rehtions an ideal 
fi~undation for the development of a unifj-ing national identity 
It is not widely known that parallel to the work of elite intellectuals like Freyre, black intellectuals 
worked to create a positive national identity for their group. Their efforts culminated in the formation 
of a dynamic black movement in the 30s. Yet the racial solidarity they worked so hard to nurture never 
came to fruition. Arlindo I'eiga dos Santos serves as an example of the difficulty of black leadership to 
achieve a balance between racial solidarity and national inclusion. Such a balance played no part in the 
national identity formula. The lack of success and subsequent marginalisation of bhck leadership 
resulted from the official sdoption of a naiional identity of Brazdianness that denied separate racial 
identity. ?he work of these black intellectuals was neither recognized nor included in the making of a 
national identity. 
Yet elite intellectuak were @-en a good deal of attention by Vargas. VC'ere they simply "window 
dressing," or did writers like Freyre actually constitute an influence?203 There are no easy answers to this 
question, but it is clear that clues to understanding both the roles of elite intellectuals and the exclusion 
of black intellectuals lie enrangled in the political environment of the thirdes. During this period, a 
ttehing characteristic of the I'argas regime was its drive to create a homogeneous consciousness of 
r~arianhood as a basis of socia: 2nd political life. Vargas mobilised nation-wide campaigns to generate a 
patriotic sense of national uniq that would, he believed, result in the leveling of ethnic disparities. At 
the same time, he demonstrated little political \tiill to carry out the radical restructuring of Brazilian 
society needed to foster social equalit)-. Fre~re offered a perspective of Brazilian society that fit both 
inclinations for his interpretation of the role of blacks and their masters was folkloric and static. 
Other characteristics of the Vargas regime must be kept in mind. Firsq when Gehilio Vargas took 
power in 1930 his ideology emphasized "the predominance of the group over the individual, the union 
over rbe states, and national interests orer intematiolial ones."'05 The junior officers who Fad helped 
elect him were more interested in change than democracy, and wholeheartedly supported an 
authoritarian go\-ernrnmt capable of imposing refoms. Such mititant supporters helped convert a 
regional rex-olc in 1930 into a nationat movement. To achieve potver &e!- broulght the urban middle 
class and proletariat into national politics and strengthened ihe role of d ~ e  state in economic ;uid sodid 
matters. In sum, they encouraged nationaLsm.'* 
Second, in November 1937 Vargas did away with democtatic process and took on ilictatotinl 
poa7ers. One month later he disbanded all political parties. After his "o~rfi. Varps tnanagcd to  maintxin 
the goals of his 'populist' program and, at the same time, built enormous support amonpt thc tnnsst~s. 
Bradford Bums c&s F'argas the "master manipulator" of the increasing1~- complcs nature of hzilian 
207 
society. Blacks, in particular. had been his greatest supporters from 1930 when thcy celebrated his 
victory over "that bunch of slaveholdkg families. ,,208 
200 A third important considei~tion centres on the force of Vargas' cdtuml policies after 1937. 
Vargas, according to Randall Johnson, used "coercion, orientation, and co-option to influence cultural 
prodxers." Black organizauons were closing, newspapers folding, and political opportunities 
disappearing at rhe same time a s  biack culture began to enter the mainstream of national cult ure. 'I llc 
incorporation of certain berign lower-class cultural values was part of Varps' conception o f  one 
unifving Brazilian identi% He sponsored research into the folklore of Brazil; and Samba and Camivd, 
previously considered vulgar actix-ines of blacks, came under the auspices of government organs o f  
culture. Radio, in particular, plaved a decisive role in the diffusion to the farthest reaches of Rrazil of an 
210 imagined national culture. 
-U Brazilians could adopt cemin black cultural manifestations wihout guilt or shame, for writers 
like Gilberro Freyre were proclaiming the vdue of blacks in the formation of national cu1tur;d identity. 
Moreox-er, these writers were also declaring that ncial prejudice was a foreip concept not a Uraxilian 
one. Thales de 2izevedo suggests that all the national writing of the period seemed ciircctcd at 
describing the Brazilian character as one of great cordiality, warmth, and tolerance. ~Zzcvcdo contrasts 
* I ik C U I N ~  p&Cits c m  btc CEtcsifitd as kgemimic 51Uouulg W~mr's <kimxian definition of hc'g~mrtny 3s a " systcnr h 
which ptditics cqxrate ku&y through tht inccqjratitm of r>pppcst;itional currents io the prevding sysrcm or ndc, and culturc 
aprarc-s 5xgdy t h r c q b  &I~C TCinwzprc~arion of q p m i t i d  discourst in the prirvaiiing fmfftiwidi i i f  u ~ d  exprs~&tl~, 
rcyrcscnmicm anrl dc-batev \%"it, Racial Ctmditicms 29. 
this proclaimed conviviality and flexibility with the contradictory reality of a hierarchical system. Within 
such a contradiction, Brazilian elites could define their society as tolerant while they ignored the need to, 
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address structural modifications that would have fostered true social equality. They did this with the 
help of intellectuals like Freyre who provided them with folkloric interpretations of Brazilian society that 
did not require or recommend social adjustment or investment. Thus, elites could avoid implementing 
programs like mass education and equal hiring practices that would have given poverty-stricken blacks 
die opportunity to participate as hll citizens in Brazilian society. 
Furthermore, Freyre's timely thesis of racial democracy seemed an ideal model for the tailoring of a 
national identity to fit the needs of a mixed-race s~c ie ty .~ '~  His history of the Brazilian family brought 
blacks into definitions of national culture in a seemingly positive manner. Contrary to previous 
generations of writers, Freyre praised miscegenation for breaking down the barriers among the races to 
produce a vibrant new people of the tropics. The emergence of this race naturally precluded the 
recognition of separate racizl identity. Miscegenation in the •’om of sex between white elite men and 
black subordinated women was truly the focus of Freyre's attention. He believed the real reason for 
harmonious social relations between domestic slaves and their masters-hence, among all Brazilians- 
was to be found in their semal liaisons. Freyre described such unions with intimate detail, but barely 
mentioned the slaves who were not sharirg their masters' hammocks. His interest lay in the negri and 
mubtru' who had "u&ite hearts." These were the predominately female servants, lovers, and playmates 
from times of slavery that inhabited his family history and the history of his socd  class. 
Allthough Freyre praised the miscegenation that had occurred during slavery, he did not distance 
himself far enough from the scientific racist theories that had dominated Brazilian intellectual thought 
from befxe the turn of the century. He is justifiably credited with reversing its condemnation of 
mixed-race societies, but he remained an admirer of eugenics. His support for eugenic ideas was 
inherently tied to his belief that European models of behaviour and appearance were superior and 
would eventually dominate in an? racial cross. Yet, he declared he had learned the truth about racial 
quality and cultural relatkitj- from Franz Boas. It seems he was not able to move beyond the 
boundaries of his s d  class; he wrote of a democracy, but never questioned the dominance of the tiny 
7.z *... 
-.= I d t 5  dc .izc~tric>.. --'\'xkic&=s s o h  o 'carllter nadod' bmileiro," 0 s  Hmdeiros: Estudos de C&ta National, 
:SdvaJor.Uf.Ea.iCi'l>. 19811 55. 
Europeanised elite to which he belonged. They were the masters, he believed. and weex destined to 
guide the masses. 
Searching for identity 
The "masses and the masters" were both involved in searches for new identities in a rapicily 
industrialising society that had not dismantled the social structures of slavery. Blacks had to cfefinc black 
identity outside the confines of slavery. White or whitened elites also had to d e h e  their identity in a 
new social and economic system. Unlike slavery, capitahsm did not guarantee that they would be able to 
maintain the virtually uncontested dominance they had enjoyed for centuries. I t  is in this dual contest 
that Freyre's thesis that Brazil was a racial democracy emerged and gained momentum; and it was with 
the support of both elite and mm-elite groups that racial democraq became the nlyrhic cornerstone o f  
Brazilian iden tit).. 
There can be no doubr that adopting a mixed-race identity for Brazil during a period of growing 
nationalism and potential social conflict was expedient for the elite. It is, however, much morc difficult 
to comprehend black support for a version of the past many knew to be deeply flawed and a version o f  
the present that, pxaphrasing Renato Ortiz, was superimposed on social reality.213 It is clear that therc 
were *&ee important factors underpinning black support for racial democracy: unwavering support for 
Vargas, the reluctance of white soaety to deal with black equality, and the absolute destitution of the 
black community. Nonetheless, do these circumstances explain black acceptance of racial democracy 
with irs message of one identity? The black community had leaders who possessed a strong scnsc of 
distinct racial identity in contrast to Freyre's concept of one identity evolving through centums of 
miscegenation. It is evident that these leaders wyre painfully aware of the daily reality of racial prejudice 
and discI-imination, and believed that only racial solidarity would change this. Their major difficulty, 
however7 lay in the transmission of s ~ c h  racial solidarity and awareness of iacial injustice to the 
impoverished people of the black community. Although reaching the people became easier as blacks 
became more politicized during the first decade of the Vargas regime, blacks became thc greatest 
supporters of this president championed the working class. Factionalism witlin the black 
movement caused many blacks to place their trust in Vargas to change their lives for the better. It truly 
seemed a new era had dawned for Brazil an4 besides, blacks were actually included in natiorial idcolo~gy. 
iUmgside gro'iirii-g na-Jo~dsrii carne inaasing authoritaplanism and, in 1337, Varps declared his 
dictatorial New Republic and prohibited all political opposition. Betwem 1937 and 1345, black 
organizations and newspapers are not evident in public. At the same time, repressive government 
measures forced the practice of African rehgons underground. So, we see the black community losing 
its j3ublic identity as a distinct group in Brazilian society as racial democracy gained public acclaim as the 
only possible Brazilian identity. Officially, the notion of separate racial identit). became f~xed as an 
unaccqtable and "unBrazilian" idea. Thus, a powerful national argument began to draw in all segments 
of the population, and the mainstream view increasingly became one in which racial co-operation 
equaled racial absorption and co-option. In simpler terms, as miscegenation bleached the population, it 
supposedly would guarantee contintied racial harmony in a Brazilian culture that recognized its African 
roots. 
,Irlindo Veiga dos Santos declared the adherence of blacks to the nationalist cause. 'We are 
worlclng on a policy," he said, "to help national powers to be national.. . .We, patriotic ngms are jealously 
nationalist and we do not have any hTe of alliance with foreign ~egm.r. '"' In h s  nationalistic chz t e ,  
comparisons behveen Rrazdiiin racial accommodation and North American racial segregation showed 
the racial situation in the Cnited S~ates as a sombre example of the extremes that all Brazdians wanted to 
avoid. \Yithin this contest, it is not surprising that the miscegenation being advocated by non-black 
writers, artists, and government officials seemed a legitimate survival mechanism to many in leadership 
positions in the black cornrnuni~. 
There were obvious benefits for those few who could achieve some mobility, and these then served 
as  esamples for the rest. They were the s p e d  blacks-blacks of white soul, the blacks who were "rhe 
friends of the master.'" -Any access whatsoever to social mobility was an attractive enough option to 
make many n e p  and m&fm willing to accept the unspoken cost of admission---denying that racial 
prejudice existed in B d .  Race became a taboo subject. The embracing of racial democracy as 
national doctrine caused overt racial prejudice to become socially unacceptable in the public arena. In 
its place a subtle form of discrjmination evolved that hides behind class distinctions. Po& (poor) 
replaced ncp in expressions of fkar ana distasre heard in public. Even if subtle forms of prejudice and 
discrimination were recognized by some nrgtm and mz~bfos, it was not socially acceptable to question 
dwm. Besidrs, to get  ahead they had to act white or else be branded as troublemakers. For society in 
g~meral, the social ascension of these ''blacks of white soul" proved the truth of the myth: racial 
prejudice did not block socld mobiliq- for blacks in Brazii."" 
How codd blacks develop a sense of identitv as a group \vhen their society, as a whole, denied 
prejudice, believed in the "whitening" process. had identified the mulatto ils a special ( -at tyxy .  iitld 
accepted individual blacks and mulattos among dlc ranks of the lvlritt elite? l h c  blocliltlg of tlw 
formation of black identity is but one aspect of the enortnous power of 1:reyrc's thcsis of t:tcial 
democracy. It also encouraged the folklorization of Braz&an identity in gc-ner:il anti. worst of all, fruzc 
the image of black Brazhans in a static f m e  constructed during four hundred years of sli~very. Ant1 
finally we must ask, if Frevre's construction of Brazilian i d e n t i ~  had itdudect the nccd to arldress 
ongoing social inequity, would the course of twentieth-century Brazilian history h;~vt* ch:ingcd 
dramatically? There can be no doubt that the thesis of racial detnocracy unclerruined m d  co-opted 
earlier black intellectuals' efforts to create a cohesive black community voice, a voice that might havc 
T<. 
greatly contributed to the gr0ttd-1 of a more equitable and stable nit' ' am. 
You white Brazilians owe your fame of tolerance to our passivity. -.if whites had to live 
with blacks like us, they uwuld live the way we 
It is that as black culture became Brazdian culture, blacks became poorer and even 
further removed from access to social mobility and political representation. Today, blacks and whites 
are kings and queems during Carnival, stars of soccer matches, composers of samba and pagod, yet are 
rarely found as equals in Congress, government ministries, the &plomatic corps or Qh-society cocktail 
partits. Only recently have elites begun to hesitantly acknowledge obvious links between the image of 
racial democracy, race, inequality and abject poverty in Brazil. When asked, "why the darker the 
Ikazilian, the fewer the chances of social mobility?', they tend to continue to answer, "it is a class issue 
not a racial one." It is telling that before the 1990s many non-whites have given similar answers. And 
these answers add to the confusing rnk of race, class, myth and reality that challenges the researcher of 
Hraz&an national identi? and social relations. 
A s  1 established in Chapter Three, the notion that racial prejudice was insignificant in Brazil 
should have died a natural death after the fifties. In September, 1950, the first Congmo h Negm 
Hrm-deim actually organised by blacks was held in Rio. It presented many of the same types of cultural 
discussions on music, art, adkmy contributions and archirectural design but, in contrast to the strictly 
foiMoric aspect of previous congresses, blacb emphasized their OWTI agency in the formation of 
Bmihan socieq. They also made a declaration c a h g  for structural change that would end racial 
discrinlina tion in Brazil."? A nation still celebrating mixed-race braikin'a paid no atten tion, as 
Brazilians in general believed there was little or no racial discrimination in Brazil. Brazilians, Florestzrr 
Fernandes has said, have the worst prejudice of all-the prejudice of not having prejudice Generations 
ot'whites and blacks have repeated Freq-re's message: discrimination is so rare as to be insignificant and 
any itlcide~~r that occurs probablv stems from class distinctions."" 
Objective studies thnt might have overturned this stereorlpicd imagery were stymied by Freyre 
as the enormous prestige he enjoyed brought rewards to those who wrote in support of his thesis. 
"" \'r v &I Ram 1 .T, 1933.4 
'8' i ( : C ~ I ~ L S O  do S c g m  Hrh*3c~~.phc~tuccipy of pcoccdiqp and postcr of convocation. No other data available. 
Vkmi &I < : ~ ~ t a .  241. 
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Those x h o  criticized it found themselves marginalized."Ylfter 1964, his influence ccmcinued ns it had 
begun: with the support of a dictatorid r e g n e  that \\.odd not p e m ~ t  open discussion of mcial aff&. 
The junta decreed public diso-lssion of racid issues sub\-ersive and iorced l'rofessors t;erniindes atict 
Ianni-both influential 15-riter~ critical of the racial democmcy &&--to rcrire 51 1960 from thcir 
positions at the Utllsersih- of S5o Pado. Sergio Buarque de I Iolandn rcsiptct his professorship at 11SI' 
in protest and others like sociologist and critic of Brazilian social structure Fernando 1 Ienricluc (:ardoso, 
current president of Brazil, went into exile. hiany intekchids \vho stayed were tru:t~~i~Iu.v-de!~riv~ci of
political rights-if they did net toe the official line."O In the early eighties, the regtmt: padually began t o  
release its iron grip on society, and Brazilian writers threw themselves into writing about hitherto 
forbidden iopics. Books began to appear on every aspect of the lives of blacks in Brazil. past and 
present: statisticai information, more reliable sources on black agenq during slavery, studies on the 
development of the Slack movement in the first and last decades of the century and tcstin~onial 
accounts of black experience in Brazil. 
Research into racial democracy drsw on the earlier UNESCO studirs and the work of l'loi.t.stilrl 
Fernandes and others who had been muzzled by the regime. "illeir conclusions werc that the myrliir~l 
nature of Freyre's thesis of racial equzlity had kept non-white masses in their place and preserved tlw 
status-quo of the Sch minority since the 1930s. Evidence to back such conclusions camc fronr 
statistical data that showed unmistabble indices of increasing poverty in the owenvhelmingly n p )  nti 
m d d o  majority, a diminishing middle class of bruncw, m1ilcr10.r and a few n a p . ,  and an ever higher 
concentration of wealth in the small bran~u elite. Only with the end of the dictatorship in 1080 and ~ h c  
death of Freyre one ?ear hter, was critical esminaticn of Preyre's i ~ i ~ k  openly dcbatcd. Once freed 
from censorship and the need to respect Frq-re's stature as a national hero, social scientists in particular 
searched for links between the perpetuation of inequality and Freyre's thesis that race was not 3 
significant issue in social relations and economic distribution. 
- f i s  time, black voices are included in the discussion. For example, the leadership of  11; Aiyi., :I 
black organisation in Salvador, Bahia, argues that the path to equahty is t o  be found in liie 
"reafricanization" of young t l q p - ,  a process they call ''bkl~-Adi~de bubiunu. " t ;or more that] twenty ycm, 
they have been working to increase self-esteem among the young by teaching them to take pride in 
themselves and in the decisive role bhcks played in the building of Ilrazil. In 1975, thc first cI/tv/-hh 
3' \'iorti, 3 - 1 6 .  l hcy  Kihiro t d s  ot 4.4 prc&sors forc~d t o  retire in one mrnith otify: April, 190 .  Sfmy rrtcm sirid scic~~tirts 
wtTe nor pcrmitt~d to rcrdVe &ir fid dcgrws or be contracted m ~ C K ~ L T S  or rc-scwchers. l n v ~ s t r n ~ ~ ~ r  in ccluciltior! drolrpcd 
from I l.P% to 5.4?& of the nadcrn;lt budgcz and movw WLTC made to eliminate the m c h i n g  of scxid ~ c J ~ ~ : ~ c c s .  1 hrcy  I<ilxirtr 
.\m Trances c Rarrmcts, (Scrdon 1985) n.p. 
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paraded in the streets of Salvador during carnival. They had "strange hair and clothes" and sang ''Qz~e 
bhco .i e~-se qtce etc qi.iero rube2 E 0 mtcnh nqm qne vamm mosfrarpra 210~2 " 'Who are we?" they asked. "It is 
the black world that we are going to show you.""' Freyre, of course, was b h l y  critical of this group 
which he called racist Jorgs ;hado,  writer and long-time fi-iend of Frevre's, sees all raciai protest as 
"the aberrant behaviour of an insignificant number of Brazilian mulattos, some lighter, some darker, 
who want to be American blacks and preferably nch American blacks.""' 
One of the mainstays of racial democracv was its reliance on the image of hostile race relations 
in the United States. Segregation, lynching, race riots and race hatred were not an integral part of 
Rrd i an  race relations, and Brazilians could legitimately feel their rac~d accommodation was superior. 
Wlicn the American C i d  Qhts movement of the sixties swept away discriminatory laws and started a 
process of integration in the United States, it seemed to Brazilian observers that Americans were simply 
beginning to catch up uith Brazilian standards of race relations. However, a new generation of young 
African-American scholars began to base their evaluations of Brazilian racial attitudes on changing race 
relations in the United States. Such a shift can be seen in the thinlilng of historian Leslie Rout. He first 
went to Brazil in 1963 as a jazz musician invited to participate in a seven-month tour of colleges and 
universities. His expectations were initially naive. "If you're like me." he said, "you've probably read 
Gilbcrro Freyre or Frank finnenbaum, or watched a couple of CBS reports, paged through Holiday or 
some comparable journal. Perhaps you have talked to a Brazilian or ~vo .""Vs  a result, for Rout Brazil 
beckoned as a kind of tropical Shangri-la. "No racial problems exist in Brazil," he declared and "in 
todafs Gnited States of -America, where racial troubles can no longer be swept under the carper, the 
Brazilian legend exercises a peculiar infl~ence."?'~ 
Later, realization that Brazil was no promised land for American blacks replaced Rout's original 
hope of finding a s o c i e ~  in which he would \vmt to live. ,-ifter a second visit in 1965, Rout concluded 
that the American system of segregadon, in spite of its residual eviis, had fostered the development of 
mcid consciousness. In the C.S. light skin did not translate into privilege or social mobility, and h s  
2' I'bir~jan Ihmacino Jc Sfottt. ' ~ c r m c ~ :  um projeto da comunica@o afro-brasilc-iro," Revista dc Cultura Vmes 
iJctr<pt1821 (1388) : -18-9. ( :litVis .\four- .';uci&&t do N m  Hmilciro 3045. jorgw Amado quoted in a special inscrt on 
r&m 3 d  r d  aw3rim~ss '"0 p i s  rcptmsa o mito d~ d ~ m r ~ r a &  racial," 0 1-{stado de S o  l'aulo 18 L3eccmber 1994, 
i :&nw 3 3 .  Tiw .\mcricin '&li mnvcmcnt a-ouid pr<wide kspiraticm for B m h n  blacks in the d y  seventies. Young 
n~usickn?; in pcna u&.~n nrighboum~lcrls continue to use Go-American music as a vehicle for racial pmtat Such cultunl 
h~b~idV3tion ofmi%! p~atcs  bs IRCX! s 3 a d y s :  for th,Y ccsirge-ce of the bhck movcmcnt in H d .  
resulted in a racial unih- that did not exist in Bmzil. This one hctor, he felt, c:mcelcct ctut snv nntmn t h t  
Brazil represented a model for -\frican-Americans in their strugyle to on-ercomc &scriminatinn.'-" 
-+ combination of ad rights legislation. a f i ia t ive  action, and nditancy has crc~~tecl enormotis 
differences tietween rhe role of blacks in the United States and blacks in f3razil. 'llirs timc the 
comparison is not in Brazil's favour. Racial hostility may still be more oh-iotls in the i1.S. tIian in Hri~il: 
however, in economic terms man- a\frican-,imericans have esperitnced unprcccdcnted mobility. 
According to the 1992 census, blacks, 12.3%; of the American population, were mtwing into i ~ d d l e  ; t ~ l c i  
upper classes in significant numbers: 44.3 9 0  of blacks were classified as micldlc class while 11" i ,  carried 
between S50,000 and S75,CKK) per year. In 1991, 12':" of blacks ( 3% o f  whites) were cnrollccl in 
American colleges and universities in contrast to l o b  (whites Y'h) in 1930.''" 'l'hcsc data olwhisly 
cannot be compared with the dismal educational and ecorlonlic prospects of Urziliar~ h1;lcks who arc 
three times less likely than whites to h a x  an)- access to schooling at any lcvcl and ctmsistendy carn less 
than whites."' 
Similar dispain- is found in the media world of advertising and televsion. Rrazi1i;in tourist 
agencies promote images of ~ ~ W F ~ T I Z J - J -  and b(r~Lkrtes~ to the outside world-.-tanned bodies clisplayrci on 
golden beaches, black bodies dmcing in Carnival p u p s .  Yet, ccimmercial atiwrtising and thc riicclia 
within the counw- use stereot?~ical images of tllhiier~e.u to sell their products and propmls to t a r g ~ t ~ d  
upper-class and middle-class consumers. Despite recent awkward attempts to portray bl;lcks as role 
models outside the w-odd of sports, images of blacks on television ctrntini~c t o  bc iinkctl to !;rxu:~lity, . 
crime, p o v e q  and sendit?-."' 
Black activists insist [hat this ambiguirv stands in the way of black social ;tscc.t~sion which  hey 
predict w d  occur only when Brazilians of rlfiican ancestry "'turn themsclvcs 1d;tcic." According to 
ps~chologist Neusa Santos Souza, simply being black is not, a p e n  in I3ra~ii; i t  is srmcthing that must 
be achieved. "Being born with black skin, having negroid chamcte&tics, and sharing the sarne I.ristory 
d uprt~jtedness, slaveq; and r a d  discrimination does not alone result k a black identity," she sap219 
Sanms Swxa further I)eIie~c-s h a t  many blacks become caricatures of whites and miscegenation is often 
a search for \Nhlttr childrm, tlmxr TO the ideal. Black art "imprisoned m an 'Aenating image' of black 
identi?: rhat they did not crate-" She places the blame for this lack of identity f d y  on "the myth of 
rack1 dcmr~rao,. that has caused a gcyd part of rhe black masses ro spend their entire lives attempting 
t r i  reach an idcal: to he ~rkrr."-"" 
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